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Abstract
This study investigated the printing and wear characteristics of a popular
laser exposed plate, the DuPont Howson Silverlith plate, by imaging one half
of the plate in an imagesetter and the other half in a contact frame with a
halftone film. The purpose of the investigation was to determine whether the
method of imaging had an effect on plate durability when run on a press.
The comparison between the digital and the film halftones was done at 150
Ipi. The dot areas on the plate were measured twice; once before and once
after a press run of 100,000 impressions. Measurements of the initial sizes of
the dots on the plate and the final sizes of the dots on the plate proved that
the laser dots did wear faster than the contact exposed dots. The comparison
between the measurements of the initial sizes of the printed dots and the
final sizes of the printed dots did not demonstrate that either method of
platemaking produced a more durable image.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Given the current trend to print jobs faster, better and cheaper, it is becom
ing obvious to printers that reduced costs are needed to remain competitive.
The first place most printers look is the prepress area. Computer To Plate
technology (CTP) is basically filmless platemaking. Whether by modified step
and repeat machines or imagesetters, called platesetters, a plate is exposed
directly from rasterized digital information, instead of through film, in a
platemaker. Currently, CTP technology is being used by only a limited num
ber of forms printers. This is because the technology has yet to enter the
market on a full scale basis.
Computer to plate technology seeks to reduce the cost and time factor
associated with platemaking. Some printers are more sensitive to this vari
able than others. It is the feeling of the author that until CTP proves itself in
the area of process color, it will not become popular. Commercial printers
have the highest demands for quality color, and next to newspapers and mag
azines, the shortest deadlines to meet. Currently, CTP cannot meet these
demands. More research needs to be done to prove that laser imaged plates
do what they claim, which is consistently to produce accurate halftones, be
fast, easy to use and last for the length of runs printers demand.
Claims made by the manufacturer of run lengths of 100,000 impressions
or more are based on the printing of text rather than halftones. It is
unknown how long halftone images will last. In a recent test by a business
forms printer in Canada, the Silverlith plate lasted for 495,000 impressions.
This author does not know what criteria were used to determine when the
plate expired. For this study, the loss of the printed 3% dot will mean that
the plate is worn out.
There are a couple of mechanisms that will affect the durability of the
Silverlith plate. The first concern, not exclusive to the Silverlith, is the irreg
ular dot shapes produced when the platesetter adds or deletes spots from the
halftone dot. This creates a dot which may have virtually the same area as a
normal dot, but whose increased perimeter (border zone) leads to increased
dot gain. FOGRA states that irregular dots gain 3% more than regular dot
shapes.^
The second concern is one common to all halftone dots, whether imaged by
a contact screen onto film, by an imagesetter onto film or by a platesetter to a
CTP plate. It is a phenomenon known as dot fringe, or softness. This will be
explained in more detail later in this paper, but a brief explanation is needed
here. All dots exhibit varying densities across their surfaces.
D
width in microns
Figure 1. The density profile ofa halftone dot
Note that this shape in Figure 1 is similar to a D Log E curve, with the
center of the dot having the highest density. The slope of the straight line
portion of this curve is representative of gamma, or contrast. Here is a
gamma of about four. Figure 2 represents an ideal dot, with no soft edges.
Dwidth in microns
Figure 2. The density profile ofan ideal halftone dot
The ideal dot in Figure 2 has a gamma of infinity; this is impossible. The
closer a dot is to the ideal, the "harder" it is. It is known to many printers
that plate dots exhibit some softness because if, during a press run, one of
the plates is changed, the subsequent impressions will print with a color
cast. This is because the dots on the new plate have not been worn yet and
are bigger. If the dots were ideal, they might still wear down, but their areas
would remain constant. In reality, this does not happen, and the more sloped
the edge is, the faster the dot will wear.
This research was to explore the printing and wear characteristics of a
popular CTP plate, the DuPont Howson Silverlith plate. In this experiment,
the plate was exposed by both a laser in a platesetter and by contact expo
sure to a halftone film. The images on the plate were evaluated in terms of
resolution before a press run and again after it. A comparison of these find
ings determined the relative durability of the images produced by both expo
sures. The printed samples were assessed in terms ofdot area.
Some questions that were addressed are:
What is the run length of the DuPont Silverlith plate?
Are sharper images produced when imagingwith a laser exposure?
Definition of terms
This is a short list of some of the terms found throughout the paper. Its pur
pose is to help the reader understand the terminology commonly used in the
industry.
Actinic light- the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum to which an emul
sion is sensitive.
Addressability- the number of spots an imaging device exposes in one linear
inch.
CCD- Charge Coupled Device. A photocell which is used in most video equip
ment as a form of "electronic film" by converting fight intensities into volt
ages. Also, it is used in flatbed scanners and photocopiers.
Colloid- a particle suspension which does not settle or settles slowly, usually
in a gelatin base.
CTP- Computer To Plate.
Density- functioning on a logarithmic scale, it represents the amount of sil
ver molecules or ink molecules in a given area.
Dmax- the density of a solid area of a film or plate.
Dot- a halftone dot.
Dot Area- usually expressed as a percentage, it refers to the amount of area
covered by a halftone dot, fractional to the total area measured.
Dot gain- the amount that a dot grows in size when it is printed.
Dot sharpening- the amount that a dot shrinks during plate exposure.
DTR- Diffusion Transfer.
Emulsion- in the photographic sense, a fairly stable suspension of light sensi
tive material in a vehicle, usually gelatin.
Gamma- a measure of contrast. The slope of a fine plotting density against
exposure or distance.
Hardness/Softness- the slope of the edge of a dot. High contrast imaging sys
tems produce hard dots. Low contrast systems produce softer dots. Also
refers to the amount of low density area in a dot.
Hvdrophilic- a substance to which water readily adheres.
Impression- the plate being printed one time. A printed sheet.
Micron- 1/25 of .001 inch or one thousandth of one millimeter.
Microline- a test target comprised of concentric circles whose line width is
measured in microns.
Oleophilic- a substance to which oil readily adheres.
Pixel- in video terminology, the smallest increment, or unit, of a CCD panel
or monitor screen. In prepress terminology, it represents a single scan line, as
in (ppi), which can be used interchangablywith (dpi).
Platesetter- also, imagesetter. An imaging device in which a plate or film is
wrapped in or around a drum and exposed by a laser, one row of spots at a
time.
Resolution- the number of image units, or spots, that can be imaged separate
from one another, per unit length. Also referring to the smallest spot or dot
that a film or plate can maintain. Often improperly interchanged with
addressability.
Rasterized- a term used to describe the binary code read by the imaging
device.
RIP- Raster Image Processor.
SID- Solid Tnk Density. The density of a printed area which represents 100%
dot area. Also called ink film thickness.
Scumming- a
printers'term for ink sticking to a plate's non-image areas.
Screen Ruling- the measure of the fineness of a halftone screen, usually
expressed in number of fines per inch or centimeter.
Silver halide- a binary compound of silver and a halogen, usually silver bro
mide or chlorobromide, which can be reduced to metallic silver.
Sol- a water based emulsion of nuclei which are either gold, silver, nickel, or
palladium sulphide.
Spot- The smallest mark the imaging device can make. The width of one scan
line in microns. See Addressability. Also, used interchangably with dot.
Stochastic- a term coming from a Greek word meaning "ability to aim". It
refers to a halftoning method which differs from a coventional halftone pat
tern in that it reproduces tones by varying the spacing between dots while
the size of the dot remains constant.
Notes
1 Fisch, Richard "Dot Shapes And Their Reproduction". Lasers in Graphics
1984, 1 p. 396.
2 Fisch, 1984, p. 396
Chapter Two
Theoretical Basis
Lithography, literally meaning "stone writing," was invented about two hun
dred years ago by Alois Senefelder. He used grease to write on smooth stone
and then pressed paper against the image, yielding a print. He discovered
that if he were to apply the grease (ink) with a roller that water would keep
some areas free of ink. These areas were the bare stone on which he had not
written. This is the essence of lithography; ink will not stick to water. This
was an entirely new method of printing at that time. The more common
forms of printing used raised letters (letterpress) or recessed scratches
(intaglio) to print the ink. Today, letterpress and gravure, an intaglio process,
still separate the image areas from the non-image areas topographically.
Lithography accomplishes this chemically because the ink and the water are
sitting on the same surface. Modern commercial lithography has replaced the
stone with an aluminum, plastic or paper plate which often has had a grain,
or texture, imparted to its surface. This serves two functions: First, it acts as
tiny reservoirs to hold water (dampening solution). Secondly, it increases the
surface area of the plate, letting the image material stick to it better. The
image material must accept the ink and repel the dampening solution. The
non image area must accept dampening solution and repel ink.
There are a number of ways to produce the image on the plate, but the
most commonly used ones are photographic. The most popular method uses a
positive or negative image in contact with a photosensitive emulsion. When a
positive film is used to expose the plate, actinic light renders the emulsion
soluable and it is then washed away. On a negative working plate the
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exposure renders the emulsion insoluble and the non-image areas of it are
washed away. Both methods of platemaking require exposures made in a vac
uum frame with diffuse light. A laser exposed plate uses no film and is either
negative or positive working. Some of them use a positive working diffusion
transfer emulsion and some a negative working photopolymer emulsion. This
will be explained later.
Laser plates are placed in a platesetter which uses a laser beam of a spec
ified wavelength to expose the correct areas of the plate. This machine is vir
tually the same as an imagesetter, and, not unlike film, the plate is wrapped
around the inside of a large drum where it is exposed by a laser which is
spinning as it travels the length of the plate. The width of the scan line pro
duced by the laser ranges from about four microns in diameter, to fifty,
depending on the addressability used. The line can be segmented into incre
ments equal to its width, and thus a dot per inch (dpi) number can be
assigned to the device. Since there are approximately 25400 microns per
inch, the width of the scan line can be calculated by dividing that number by
the addressability (dpi) of the device. This is actually a theoretical width,
because the laser's light beam is not square; it is round, or somewhat ellipti
cal. Since it is not square, spots need to overlap each other enough to fill in
the blank space left between the dots. The exact width of the spots is set by
adjusting the laser's intensity and the difference in size is negligible.
There are several types of emulsions used for CTP plates. Some manufac
turers use a photopolymer emulsion which is simply constructed of
monomers which cross-linkwith exposure to light. This forms a durable poly
mer coating. The DuPont Silverlith uses the Diffusion Transfer process
(DTR). It requires more explanation. The following diagrams were taken
from Silverlith Technical Information.-'-
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SilverHalide
? ? ?
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Anodic and
nucleation layer
Figure 3. Cross section of the Silverlithplate
When the non-image areas are exposed by the laser, the silver halide crystals
are photolytically reduced, forming a latent image
Reduced silver
Exposed Unexposed
Figure 4. The reduction ofsilver ions
The developer consists of hydroquinone which chemically reduces the silver
and also a thiosulphate compound commonly known as fixer. The silver in
the unexposed areas forms silver thiosulphate and diffuses down to the
nucleation layer where it becomes metallic silver and is adhered to the
anodized plate surface. This is physical development. It is at this point that
diffusion transfer has its disadvantages. As the silver thiosulphate diffuses
downward, it also diffuses outward in all directions. This affects the resolu
tion of the plate and also the efficiency of the transferring of exposed silver to
metallic silver, known as the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). If 100%
of the silver that is intended to reach the nucleation layer (all exposed silver
molecules) does in fact reach it, then the resolution of the
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Chemical development Physical development
Silver image
Figure 5. Chemical and physical development
plate would be infinite for all practical purposes. Some of the silver is lost
into the developer and also into adjacent, chemically developed areas.
After washing, a silver image is left on the plate. Silver formed by physical
development is denser than chemically developed silver and is oleophilic in
this form. The nucleation layer acts as a catalyst to the reaction of silver
thiosulphate with metallic silver. Consider that the density of silver is lOgm-
m3 and that image weights are around 0.8 - 1.0 gm m'2.^ The amount of silver
deposited is about 0.1 micron thick. This is very thin compared to an image
thickness of 3 microns on a positive plate, and 1 micron on a negative plate."*
To protect against oxidation, the silver image is treatedwith a finisher which
also makes it more oleophilic.
Rationale
It was the theory of the author that image wear on the Silverlith would
be mainly influenced by two factors working together: edge softness and
halftone dot perimeter. Dot softness, or
"fringe" is common to all graphic arts
materials. In the diffusion transfer process, there is some inherent lateral
diffusion of silver image particles "... and consequently, a lower MTF
response than in conventional photographic films."" What this means is that
as the unexposed silver precipitates toward the plate surface, not all of it
reaches it in the right place, creating a fringe. This is not as important in
solid density areas, but in fine halftone dots, "the proportion of diffused parti-
cles becomes ' Figure 6 shows how image weight, in gm m ,drops
off as image resolution increases.0
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Figure 6. Resolution vs. Image weight
Consider that at 50 line pairs/mm, (10 micron lines, or 1 scan line at 2540
dpi), the image weight is about 6.5 gm m2, and that the density of silver is 10
gm cm3. This gives an image thickness of less than 0.1 micron in these fine
dot areas, which correspond approximately the 1% areas of a 200 line
halftone. Most printers don't print dots this small unless they are printing
stochastic halftones. However, the image weight starts to drop at about 10
lines per millimeter, which is approximately equal to a 12% dot area of a 200
fine screen. Dots of this size are critical to proper tone reproduction. If we
assume that this fine image area will wear down during a press run at the
same rate as a solid density area, it will naturally wear off first. Some plate-
setters can image plates at resolutions exceeding 4000 dpi, using spot sizes of
approximately 6 microns (83 line pairs/mm). Some platesetter lasers are split
into a number of beams in order to scan the plate faster. This reduces the
efficiency of the laser and introduces variations in the
lasers' intensity and
focus. Imaging at as high a resolution as possible is still recommended to
acheive smooth dot shapes, but DuPont claims that the plate is only capable
of holding 10 microns when imaging with a laser.9 Figures 7, 8 and 9 show
the effects of overexposure on different resolutions. In the case of positive
working CTP plates, like the Silverlith, the minimum exposure is defined as
the amount of light needed to produce clean non-image areas that are at
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least as wide as the addressability of the device being used. With that crite
ria satisfied, the line width is set by intensifying the laser. An exposure less
than this would lead to scumming in these areas when the plate is printed.
The second concept to consider is that a loss of resolution always accom
panies the reproduction of images. This has been one of the selling points
used by manufacturers ofCTP plates. They claim that skipping the film step
yields higher resolution. Actually, there is a certain degree of resolution that
might not be desirable. Depending on the imaging resolution, the edge of the
r>. - 7
WBB&
'"-1 .-: :^V
The effect ofoverexposure on a
single scan line.
13 fim
The effect ofoverexposure on a The effect ofoverexposure on four
double scan line. scan lines.
26 fim 52 fim
Figure 8. Figure 9.Figure 7.
exposing laser is fairly well defined on the Silverlith and the jagged edges left
by the laser increase the perimeter of the dot. Also, the addition or subtraction
ofpixels in acheiving the correct dot size, increases the dot's perimeter. FOGRA
states that irregular dot shapes are responsible for an additional 3% dot
gain.10 Normally, the irregularity would be smoothed out and rounded slightly
by the contact exposure, but instead, the digitally imaged dot retains its odd
shape, maximizing the amount of fringe area.
Notes
1 DuPont Silverlith Technical Information. March 1992
2 Doyle, S.B., Waterkiss, P.J., "SSDT - A new plate for direct (filmless) expo
sures". TAGA Proceedings. 1989. p. 186
3 Doyle, 1989, p.188
4 DuPont Silverlith Technical Information. March 1992
5 Doyle, 1989, p.190.
" Boyack, James R. , "A Computer Model for Diffusion effects in the Polaroid
Polachrome System ". Journal of Imaging Technology, v. 13. no.3 6/87 p.85
7 Boyack, 6/87, p. 189
8 Doyle, 1989, p.188
9 DuPont Silverlith Technical Information. March 1992
10 Fisch, Richard "Dot Shapes And Their Reproduction". Lasers in Graphics
1984, v. 1 p. 396.
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Chapter Three
AReview of the Literature in the Field
Today, CTP technology is being used by only a limited number of business
form printers and book printers. This is because the technology has yet to
enter the market on a full scale basis. In fact, until recently, there was only
one CTP exposure system available: the Gerber LE55 platesetter and the
Hoescht N90 plate. In 1993, several new systems were introduced at Seybold,
Ipex and Graph Expo. Gerber has updated its own imager and Crosfield,
Horsel Anitec, Hoescht, Komori, Krause, Misomex, Mitsubishi, Optronics,
and Scitex all now have exposure units. CTP plates available now include
Agfa, Dupont Howson, Hoescht Ozasol, Horsel, 3M, Polychrome and Fuji.
However, it may be somewhat inaccurate to say that all of these are commer
cially available. At least one of the plate producers hasn't finalized its emul
sion formula.
In 1976, at the ANPA show, EOCOM showed the first computer to plate
system and two years later introduced an updated version. Both versions
required very powerful lasers to expose the then relatively slow photopoly
mer emulsions. They were for demonstration purposes only. In 1983, the
Observer-Dispatch newspaper in Utica, NY, began using a CTP system, but
the idea was still too risky for most printers. Also in the 1980's, a few CTP
systems emerged which used polyester plates. These systems are still on the
market, but still only a very limited number of printers today use the alu
minum plates. Organic Photo Conductor (OPC) plates were the first high
speed metal plates, imaged electrophotographically and capable of carrying
120 line screens. These last for 100,000 impressions and are still on the mar
ket today.
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It was difficult obtaining information on aluminum CTP technology. For
obvious reasons, no one wanted to say just what they were developing, much
less publish it. In 1989, though, Doyle and Watkiss of Howson-Algraphy
reported in the TAGA Proceedings on a plate they called SSDT. This was an
earlier version ofDuPont Howson's Silverlith plate, which also used a silver
based diffusion transfer emulsion. Diffusion Transfer (DTR) is not new,
though, and the report was not a test. It showed "that a high speed presensi-
tized plate can be made as a single sheet configuration . . . the first of its
kind."-'- There had been other single sheet presensitized plates but they had
photopolymer emulsions and were not film speed. These required powerful
ultra-violet lasers. Some of the more modern photopolymer emulsions are
film speed which gives them an important advantage.^ The report also point
ed out some silver halide emulsions other than DTR, one ofwhich is used by
Polychrome's CTX plate. It works by using the silver halide as a mask over a
UV sensitive photopolymer. It requires two exposures.
There were also an abundance of opinions expressed as to what has been
holding CTP back and what obstacles still lie ahead. These are enough to
warrant a study of their own but they seem to fall into four categories:
Economic
Mechanical/Chemical
Software compatibility
Proofing problems
Simply put, there are still so many factors discouraging the process color
market from buying CTP, that it could be a while before CTP enters these
markets.3 The only reason for buying it is to save money by eliminating film
and stripping. Actually, though, the total amount of labor remains about the
same. Instead of stripping flats manually, the image assembly would be done
electronically. This doesn't save money, though, because anyone who might
buy a CTP system is already using electronic stripping and tiling the films.
Furthermore, according to Dave Larson, product manager of platemaking at
Gerber Scientific, "imposition software isn't compatible with the high-end
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systems by Scitex, Hell Crosfield or D.S. Screen ... an important share of the
market."4 In order to increase predictability, Larson feels that the same RIP
should be used to process the proof as is used for the final output. This raises
questions about hardware compatibility and has added costs. Will CTP
streamline prepress operations? "Even with its faster production
time,"
states industry consultant Bill Lamparter, "cost saving is so gobbled up ... in
a real production environment, it won't save money. ... no one is going to go
CTP who is not already tiling with electronic stripping."^
Lamparter also feels that with waterless printing and stochastic screen
ing on the horizon, printers may want to wait for a CTP system which can
produce these plates. This may not be such a remote possibility as Toray, the
only supplier ofwaterless plates, will have many of its patents expire in the
next few years, and all that is needed to use FM screening on a CTP is an FM
RIP. Adding another RIP to the system does add costs, but many printing
companies today already use two RIPs. Future advancements in this area
could alleviate the need for multiple RIPs. It is uncertain just which patents
of Toray's will expire and how much this will open the door for competitors.
Currently, there is not much pressure on manufacturers to produce a water
less CTP plate.6
Notes
1 Doyle, S.B., Waterkiss, P.J, "SSDT - A new plate for direct (filmless) expo
sures". TAGA Proceedings. 1989. p.191.
^ Bill Lamparter, Consultant. Interviewwith the author. February 10, 1994.
3 Lamparter, February 10, 1994.
4 Dave Larson, Gerber Scientific. Interview with the author. February 21,
1994.
** Lamparter, February 10, 1994.
6 Jim Norman, 3M. Interview, February. 23, 1994.
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Chapter Four
Statement OfThe Problem
This research studied the effect of the two exposure methods mentioned, to
determine if CTP is equal to, better than or worse than conventionally
exposed plates. It revealed which exposure method yields a higher resolution
image and which image will last longer during a press run. The theory
behind this study was that the softness of a laser exposed halftone dot, com
bined with a miniscule image weight and irregular dot shapes will cause the
durability of those laser exposed halftone dots on the Silverlith plate to be
affected. By investigating the integrity of these dots, a close estimate of effec
tive run length for Silverlith plates was determined. The proper control over
print consistency in terms of tone reproduction and dot gain is important in
deterrnining the run length of a plate. If highlight dot sizes wear at a differ
ent rate than midtone or shadow dot sizes, colors will not print consistently.
It is very important to printers to know that they can achieve quality consis
tent reproductions for at least the number of impressions they expect to run
and at the screen ruling that they desire. This study attempted to determine
how screen ruling affects the durability of laser exposed plates and also to
reveal whether any changes in dot sizes are consistent with their different
perimeters.
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Hypothesis: (In null form)
*
Halftone dot sizes produced on an aluminum lithographic direct digital print
ing plate with a halftone film by contact will change the same amount during
the printing press run as halftone dots produced on the same plate by direct
laser exposure in a platesetter from digital data.
Delimitations/Limitations
Delimitations - Scope of the study
This study will:
1) Deal with one brand ofCTP plate, the DuPont - Howson Silverlith.
2) Use one plate
3) Use one platesetter, the Optronics 4004 XL imaging at 4000 dpi.
4) Use a number one coated stock from Kansaki paper company.
5) Use a compressible blanket.
6) Investigate AM halftone screens only.
7) Use cold-set soy based ink.
8) To conserve paper, every sheet will be used twice on each side, totalling
100,000 impressions.
Limitations - Factors that may affect the study that are beyond control
1) The press will be running at 7000 iph, which may not be a typical press
speed.
2) The press will be a sheetfed press. Results could be different with a
webfed press.
3) Only one soy based black ink will be used for this study. Different inks
may have different effects on wear rates. Also, inks of different color and
manufacture may have their own effects.
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4) The paper being used is of very high quality. Lower grades of paper,
such as newsprint, may have a more abrasive action on the plate.
5) The color of the light used in the contact frame may not be optimized
for the plate's emulsion. The emulsion is designed to be exposed by light
with a wavelength of488 nm.
Chapter Five
Methodology
Before testing any material, it first must be decided what the basis for criti
cism will be. On what grounds is the decision made whether or not the
Silverlith plate is of high quality? The same set of criteria used to evaluate
conventional litho plates was applied to the DTR Silverlith plate. Specifically,
these criteria fall into four categories: *
Mechanical
thickness
tensile strength
elongation %
surface hardness
Phvsicochemical
smoothness
surface energy
Optical Printing
spectral sensitivity run length
resolution
contrast
tone reproduction
The mechanical and physicochemical properties of the DuPont Silverlith
plate are the same as DuPont's conventional plate. In this study, only optical
and printing properties will be analyzed.
Experimental Design
In order to determine whether the laser exposure or contact exposure
method produces a plate which meets these criteria best, the Silverlith plate
was imaged by both methods, side by side. The plate was run on the
HeidelbergMO sheetfed press at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology (RIT).
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The run length was 100,000 impressions. The solid ink density was main
tained at 1.60 +/- .10 during the press run.
Careful handling was required to image the plate in two different ways.
First, the Agfa Selectset 5000 in the Integrated Electronic Prepress
Laboratory at RIT was linearized to normal tolerances, including an accuracy
of +/- 1% dot area. Following this, a UGRA/FOGRA EPS Digital Control strip
was output to film at 2400 dpi. In addition to being an important test target
for the experiment, the UGRA/FOGRA EPS is also an effective diagnostic
tool for calibrating output devices. Also output to film was four gray scales
ranging from 1% to 99%, with screen rulings of 85 Ipi, 133 Ipi, 150 Ipi and
200 Ipi. Stripped together with these test targets was an UGRA Plate Control
Wedge and an RIT Microline Resolution Target. The contact exposure half of
the plate was imaged to hold 9pm and have a tolerance of +/- 2pm. This
accommodated a 1 % 200 Ipi dot. Microphotographs of the dot patches on the
plate before and after the press run visually displayed any image wear. These
and all other plate measurements were made in the undergraduate research
lab in the Imaging Science Building at RIT.
Sample press sheets were collected every one thousand impressions. The
printed dot areas were measured using a Cosar Autosmart densitometer in
the Technical and Education Center at RIT and any changes recorded.
Measurements
Measurements taken of targets on the plates were done using a video
microscope with a resolution of 1 pm and the IMAGELAB software program.
This means that each pixel on the monitor equals 1 pm on the plate. Dot area
was measured by plotting an image histogram. This is not just a densitome
ter. With a resolution of 1pm, it was possible to measure the
reflectance of the halftone dots in increments of 1 pm. The same rows of dots
measured before were not the same as those measured after the press run,
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because it was assumed by the author that the sampling size was large
enough to allow for this inconsistency. The results of all of the measurements
were plotted on graphs using the Microsoft Excel software.
The method used to determine the dot area percentage on the plate
requires some explanation. The microscope has a 20X objective at one end of
the microscope tube and a 16mm video camera lens, coupled with a 10mm
extension tube and a C-mount adapter which allows a video camera to be
mounted to it. The microscope tube is then extended to provide approximate
ly 1 micron of spatial resolution. Light is supplied by a fiber optic ring illumi
nator which clamps onto the objective. A polarizing filter covers the light
source to reduce specular reflectances, thereby improving contrast. To
improve contrast further, black cotton velveteen covers the inside of the
microscope tube. This nearly eliminates light scattering within the tube. The
plate is mounted to a piece ofwindow glass to keep it flat while making mea
surements.
Before the measurements were taken the illumination had to be correct
ed. Uneven illumination was eliminated mathematically by a process known
as flat fielding, or shading correction. To do this, a titration filter was used as
a reference white (B), because it had a very smooth surface and would add a
minimal amount noise to the images. This white reference is placed on the gray
scale (0-255) at around 180, by adjusting the light intensity. This positioned the
white of the plate surface (A) at the toe of the camera's sensitivity curve, and
anything darker in the linear portion of it. This follows the equation:
(A/B) MEAN OF B = CORRECTED PIXEL VALUE
At this point, all of the images were flat fielded, captured and stored on com
puter disks. The halftone images were analyzed by the computer and an image
histogram displayed. A histogram plots the number of pixels against the mea
sured pixel value. The difference seen between Figures 10 and His due to the
spreading of dot density and reflected light. This is due to the N-factor.
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Yule-Neilson dot area theory says that unless the black and white areas have
the same light spreading characteristics (N factor), this method is not always
accurate for measuring dot percentage-^
Yule-Neilson dot area theory
RVa
= Area x R^ink + (l-Area)R1/npaper
% of total
pixels
50
dot plate
128 200 255
lightness
Figure 10 An ideal 50% plate dot
% of total
pixels
softness
and flare
0 128 200 255
lightness
Value = 128 Probability = 50%
Figure 11 An actual 50% plate dot
Figure 10 shows how the histogram of an ideal dot would appear. Figure
11 shows how the dot area measurement is made by reading the probability
at the point which is halfway between the plate response peak and the dot
response peak. The probability figure indicates the probability of finding a
pixel equal to or darker than the one that is chosen and, in other words,
expresses fractional area coverage. This is how the threshold is set when
determining what is a dot and what is the plate surface. The lighting is set
up so as to keep the dots black and the plate white. Good contrast between
the plate and the dots is the key to accurate, repeatable measurements.
The reason that this point is being chosen is simple. When a sample
analysis of a black area (solid density) is made, the image histogram reveals
that some of the pixels are lighter than the rest. This is due to specular
reflectance and is undesirable. When the same analysis is made of a sample
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white area (plate surface), some of the pixels are seen to be darker than
expected, which is due to shadows that the grained surface creates when it is
illuminated from an angle. Preferably, the lightest pixels found in the black
areas are not as bright as the darkest pixels in the white areas. In the system
described earlier, there is not any overlapping of values; in fact, there
is an average of about 20-30 pixel values between the the lightest black pixel
and the darkest light pixel and a range of about 90 between the histogram
peaks. This means that the system is working very well and the amount of
error is minimal. However, the histogram is not split. The author's explana
tion for this is that the valley of the histogram is representing the soft dot
areas. Also, the effect of lens flare and other diffractions of light withinin the
system cannot be ignored, which would tend to blur the edges of the dots and
yield these intermediate levels of grey. The most efficient and easily repeat-
able threshold to use is at the point where the softness is split in half.
The press sheets were measured for dot area and solid ink density in the
same image areas as were measured on the plate. Changes in printed dot
area were plotted along with changes in the plate's dot area.
Notes
1 Virtanen, Jouko and Lindqvist, Ulf. "Testing methods for litho offset plates
and their compatibilitywith the process". TAGA Proceedings. 1983. p.240.
2 Ruckdeschel, F.R. and Hauser, D.G. "Yule-Neilson Effect in Printing - A
Physical Analysis" Applied Optics, v.17 no.21 p.447.
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Chapter Six
The Results
Before the experiment was begun, a few minor problems arose. The halftone
gray scale used in the experiment were not as closely matched as intended.
Due to technical difficulties encountered in the imaging of the plates, the RIT
Microline Resolution Target was the film gray scale used for the experiment.
It's dots are elliptical and much harder than the round dots which would have
been produced by an imagesetter using the same digital information that was
used to image the plate. The dots are elliptical in the 10% to 90% range and
are otherwise round. The laser dots used are approximations of square dots in
the midtones.
The Press Run
During the press run, approximately seven sheets were taken as samples
for every 1,000 impressions. For themost part, the SID was maintained at 1.60
+/- 0.10, but sometimes drifted higher or lower. The press run was 100,000
impressions and was interrupted many times due to excessive fill-in and plate
scumming. These problems were further aggravated by the need to stop the
press to fix paper jams.
Problems arose soon after the 5,000 mark when the 95% dot areas filled in.
Washing the plate cured the problem for only 1,000 sheets before it happened
again. After 23,000 sheets, the 90% areas filled in and washing and
desensitizing the plate didn't cure the problem for long. At 32,000, all the
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roller settings were checked and the plate was washed again, totaling about
eightwashes. The first day ofprinting ended after 40,000 sheets.At this point,
to reduce filling in and scumming, both the ink and water volumes were
increased. This worked a little better but didn't fix the problem. Starting at
50,000 impressions, the plate was desensitized with plate cleaner and then
gummed every time it was washed. The press run contained 25 plate washes.
There were hundreds of curious little spots that looked like hickeys, but were
small holes in the silver image. Later itwas discovered that the plate had been
overdeveloped and that this causes such an image corrosion by damaging the
anodizing layer of the plate. Since this is what the silver image must stick to,
the result is a poorly adhered image. Fortunately, this occurred on both the
laser imaged and contact imaged areas ofthe plate and did not ruin the exper
iment.
After The Press Run
After the press run, the plate needed to be completely cleaned of any ink
residue and pigment particles; otherwise measurements on the image analyz
er would be impossible. To remove the residue, a 5% solution ofHC1 was dilut
ed with a little water after application to the plate.A number of solvents were
tried also, but none worked. This procedure was monitored very closely to pre
vent the silver image from being dissolved by the acid. The procedure was
repeated three times. This could be a limiting factor in the experiment, as the
acid not only dissolved the residue but also dissolved the aluminum under
neath it to some degree. Since the image was silver, and silver chloride is not
very soluble in water, the image was probably not dissolved by the acid. Ifany
of the image was removed by the acid, it would not have affected the results
of the experiment because all areas of the plate received equal treatment at
every step.
Another limiting factor of this experiment was that the initial dot area
measurements of the plate were not made of the plate that was printed.
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At the author's request, two plates were imaged by DuPont in the same man
ner, in case anything should happen to one of them. The plates both received
the same exposure in the platesetter and the same exposure in the contact
frame and were imaged by the same digital files and halftone films. The rea
son that a different plate was measured than was run, was that during the ini
tial measurement of the plate by the image analyzer, only one frame was used
to evaluate each dot percentage. The dimensions of this frame were approxi
mately 512pm by 464pm and, at 150 Ipi, contained only about 8 dots in its field
of view. Concerning round apertures (this one is rectangular), Franz Sigg has
determined that the amount of error possible, when transmission measure
ments of a 150 line screen are made with a 2mm aperture, is 0.6%. * A 2mm
aperture is about 13 times as large as the aperture on the image analyzer. By
Bigg's calculations, an aperture of 0.5mm should produce up to 12% error
when measuring 85 line screens, which, in this case, it did. In 1981, Pearson
made dot area measurements of a printing plate using an aperture of 1.02mm
by 1.70mm whose field of view encompassed 60 dots at 150 Ipi. ^ To achieve
under 1% error, eachmeasurement needed to be repeated 13 times. This would
total 104 dots at 150 Ipi. By the time this oversight became obvious, the press
run was complete. Instead, the other plate was used for the initial measure
ments. Upon the completion of the measuring, it was noted that the first set of
data fell within the range of the second set of data. The plates were the same.
The measurements of the worn printing plate contained some anomalies
but most of them occurred in the areas above 95% dot area. For this reason,
themeasurements above 95% were not included in the study. The biggest prob
lem in making the measurements of the worn plate, was that the grain of the
plate had pushed its way up through the silver image.What resulted from this
was that the image analyzer saw these areas as non-printing areas. This could
have led to artificially low measurements, but the effect was small and con
sistent for every gray scale.
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One other thing that is important to mention is that, as in all research,
sometimes some of the data needs to be altered in a fashion that will make it
more useful. Specifically, due to the amount of scumming experienced during
the press run, it was necessary to adjust the dot area readings of some of the
press sheets in order to accurately portray what was really happening. It was
found that without this, dots of the same ink film thickness appeared to grow
in size even after 100,000 impressions, or experience unbelievable losses in
size. Every attempt was made to choose for comparison, press sheets that did
not contain any scumming, but at times, it was unavoidable. The author can
not list every dot area reading that was changed, nor what it was changed
from. The author apppreciates that the reader assumes that academic integri
ty was maintained at all times. Both the original and altered data are includ
ed and labeled so in Appendix B.
Analysis of the Printed Results
An analysis of the beginning and ending printed dot sizes of the laser
imaged halftone and the contact exposed halftone did not show that a signifi
cant difference in the amount of change existed. The comparison of the dots
was restricted to comparing those printed at a common range ofSIDs. As most
printers know,more ink leads to more dot gain. Themost accurate way to com
pare printed dot sizes, is to make measurements of the samples whose SID is
constant. If the tint density of a 50% patch is lower at the end of a press run
than it was at the beginning, and the SID is the same, it is reasonable to say
that the dots got smaller. As mentioned earlier, the SID was maintained at
1.60 +/- 0.10. Because it did vary, a convenient way to compensate for this was
to compare dot sizes which fell within common ranges of SIDs. For example,
whenmeasuring the printed image wear of the 150 Ipi gray scale imaged with
film, the dots used for the comparison were all printed at an SID of 1.52 or
1.53. Also, dots printed at a range of 1.63-1.65 were compared. More accurate
ly, these are the specific solid ink densities of the beginning and
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ending impressions used to calculate dot loss, rather than a range ofdensities.
The table below shows the SIDs used for each gray scale measurement. This
provided two to four populations ofdot losses for each screened gray scale, and
allowed the investigation of the effect SID has on apparent image wear. The
ranges are listed in Table 1 below. More complete tables can be found in
Appendix B.
The densitometer used was a Cosar Autosmart equipped with a 2 mm
aperture. Figure 12 demonstrates dot loss for each printed dot area of the 150
Ipi halftones at ink densities ranging from 1.52 to 1.53.
Table 1 Table ofSID ranges
85 Ipi laser 133 Ipi laser 150 Ipi laser 150 Ipi contact
1.50- 1.53 1.50-1.52 1.52-1.53 1.52
1.62 1.60-1.61 1.63-1.64 1.63-1.65
1.69-1.72 1.68-1.70 1.67-1.69
1.76-1.79 1.77-1.78
200 Ipi laser Velvet Screen 300 Ipi contact
1.69 1.57-1.60 1.50
1.78 1.73-1.74 1.60
Dot Loss For 150 Ipi ContactAnd Laser
Halftones Printed at SID Ofl.52 - 1.53
8.0 -
7.0 -
6.0 -
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In this illustration, it is unclear whether the image produced by a plate
setter is prone to more wear than an image produced in a contact frame, as
they seem to be of equal dot sizes. The scumming and fill in mentioned earlier
occurred mostly in the laser imaged areas of the plate and this may have
affected the results.
Analysis OfThe Plate
The analysis of the beginning and ending plate dot sizes of the laser
imaged halftone and the contact imaged halftone concluded that the contact
dots changed about 50% less than the laser dot sizes. This is statistically sig
nificant and rejects the null hypothesis. This study proves that halftone dot
sizes produced on a DuPont Silverlith plate with a halftone film by contact will
change less during the printing press run than halftone dots produced on the
same plate by direct laser exposure in a platesetter from digital data. Figure
13 plots the amount of change that occured on the plate.
Plate Dot Loss After 100K Imp. 150 Ipi Laser
And Contact Screens
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Figure 13
The digitally imaged gray scale lost an average of about 1.4% and the contact
image lost an average of around 0.8%.
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An analysis of the measurements taken from the plate of the laser imaged
dots of different screen rulings showed that the rate of wear differs signifi
cantly between screen frequencies. Figure 14 plots the amount of loss for four
screen frequencies of laser imaged halftones.
Plate Dot Loss After 100K Imp. For Laser Screens
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Dot Area On Plate
-200 Ipi
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Figure 14
StatisticalAnalysis
Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA) was the statistical method used to prove or
disprove the hypothesis. The hypothesis was:
Ho: ul = Pc
Ha: The population means are unequal
pj = The population mean of the laser plate dot losses.
pc = The population mean of the contact plate dot losses.
The test performed was a comparison of two Gaussian distributions with
unknown variation, a two tailed test. The alpha was set at 0.05
number mean st. deviation
Laser exp. 13 1.4269 0.3546
Contact exp. 13 0.8477 0.2518
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Another way of expressing the hypotheses is:
H0:u! pc = 0 U~Tp1 + pc_2
Ha:P!-pc*0 =U~T24
E:{ U <-2.064 or U > 2.064 = Reject H0
and { -2.064 < U < 2.064 = Accept H0
U = [( Meanj - Meanc -Aa) / S ] * V(pj * Pc/pj + pc)
= (1.4269 - 0.8477V0.0375 * V(13 * 13)/(13 + 13)
= 1.9607 * 2.5495
= 4.8024
4.8024 > 2.064 = Reject H0
The values differ significantly.
When the same test was repeated with alpha set at 0.01 instead of 0.05, the
result was that they still differed significantly.
E:{ U < -2.797 or U > 2.797 = Reject H0
and { -2.797 < U < 2.797 = Accept H0
4.8024 > 2.797 = Reject H0
The values differ significantly.
Notes
1 Sigg, Franz. "Transmission Dot Area Measurements", July 8, 1991. p.5.
Unpublished.
2 Sigg, 1991, p.5.
^ Pearson, A.W."Instrumented Characterization of Lithographic Plate
Surfaces and Halftone Images", TAGA Proceedings. 1981, p.86.
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Chapter Seven
Summary and Conclusions
Further DataAnalysis
In addition to rejecting the null hypothesis which stated that halftone dots
produced in a plate setter change the same amount during a press run as dots
produced with a halftone film, there are other important findings worth dis
cussing.
Plate Exposure
The imaging of the Digital UGRA Wedge, which was originally a part of
the experiment, experienced PostScript problems which could not be solved.
Therefore, the platesetter laser could not be adjusted to its optimum intensity,
and subsequently led to a slight overexposure by the laser. This may have
affected dot sizes and led to a lack of resolution, but its effects on plate wear
cannot be easily defined. How much overexposure is unknown, but a reason
able guess can be made. Since one cannot measure the density of the silver
emulsion on the plate in order to determine proper exposure, as with film, a
halftone gray scale is normally used as a guide. A resolution target, though, is
much finer than a gray scale and is the best guide. The author was not pre
sent at the time that the plate was exposed and did not have any control over
this, but learned that some form of resolution target was used.
Since the Digital UGRA Wedge was not able to be imaged, a frequency
modulated (FM) halftone was used as a simulation. Along with the conven
tional gray scales, an FM gray scale, using UGRA Velvet Screen was also
included on the plate. It was not originally intended to be part of the
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study but turned out to be useful in judging plate exposure. The gray scale
used included dots as fine as 19pm and 25pm, which simulated very well, an
important element of the Digital UGRA scale. A visual inspection showed
that the laser exposure used resulted in a complete softening of these dots
and that the smallest dot that appeared to have high density area was 32pm,
or possibly 25pm wide. Theoretically, if the laser had been adjusted properly,
the plate would have resolved a dot 13pm wide, which is equal to two scan
lines squared in its dimensions when imaging at 4000 dpi. A dot 32pm across
equals a dot which is 5 scan lines squared in its dimensions. DuPont states
that the plate is capable of resolving 20]am, when imaging with a laser, and
8pm when imaging by contact exposure. This does not necessarily mean that
the center of the 20pm dot is ofhigh density. In fact, this dot would most like
ly be of a density high enough to accept ink, but not contain any Dmax areas.
The author does not know the criteria DuPont used in determining
I9]im
25pm
3BmSS8iSs!liBMm
Figure 15. 12 Microlines Contact Figure 16. UGRA Velvet Screen Laser
that the maximum resolution is 20pm. The exposure given in the contact
frame held 12 microlines, which is typical of a plate capable of resolving 8
microlines by contact. Because the laser exposure scarcely held only 25pm,
when 20pm was possible, and the overdevelopment affected both laser and con
tact dots, the plate was probably overexposed by the laser. Figures 15 and 16
depict the finest lines and dots produced by the two methods of exposure.
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An interesting thing to note is that the 12 microlines imaged with film copied
to the plate as 10pm and still outlasted the 19pm and 25pm dots imaged by
the laser, which completely wore away. Though comparing lines to dots is not
ideal, this still says a goot deal about the difference between the two types of
exposures. AppendixA in this paper also contains several more similar exam
ples of image wear.
Theoretically, in a positive working diffusion transfer system, overexpo
sure will have little or no effect on dot hardness, because the emulsion consti
tuting the image area does not need to harden with light. One of the visible
characteristics of such a system is that it possesses a very high gamma com
pared to other graphic arts products. This is partly due to the competition
between chemically developed silver and the nucleation layer for the physical
development of the silver complex."1 However, the overexposure may have
had other, unknown effects on image durability and cannot be overlooked.
ImageMicrostructure
It is well known that different dot sizes demonstrate different amounts of
dot gain. Since dot gain occurs at the edge of a dot, a longer perimeter leads
to more dot gain. It follows then that the same is true for dot loss, as this can
only occur at the edges of a dot. Examination of the printed sheets confirms
this in Figure 17 which expresses dot loss as an absolute amount, quite simi
lar to a typical dot gain curve. Theory states that with the gamma as a con
stant, that the width of the border zone, the area around the edge of the dot
vulnerable to wear, would also be constant for all dot sizes. It is then logical
to think that the length of the perimeter is the prime determinant of image
wear. However, notice in Figure 18 that when the plate is measured for dot
loss, nearly all of the laser imaged dots measured have lost about the same
amount of area, and that the same is true for the contact imaged dots
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This indicates that perimeter is not the most important variable. It also
demonstrates that the width of the border zone for image wear is inversely
proportional to fractional area coverage to some degree. In other words, small
dots seem to be softer than large dots, and the change in radius is not equal.
Plate Dot Loss After 100K Imp. 150 Ipi Laser
And Contact Screens
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There are a few possible wear mechanisms at work. This seems to be true
at dot sizes between the 5% and the 95% dots. Dot loss beyond this end range
appears to be somewhat less, but those dots are the most difficult to measure
and may containmore experimental error.
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Since it still may be somewhat unclear as to whether Figure 18 really
indicates that dot wear is equal across the gray scale, let it be shown that in
a case where absolute dot loss is nearly equal, the slope of the dot loss curve
is zero. The theoretical model for this is seen on the left in Figure 19. The
other curve in Figure 19 plots the same amount of loss, but expresses it as a
fractional amount, relative to its original size.
o
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<
Dot Area 99
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Dot Area
Figure 19 Equal loss
Fractional loss = Percent loss^^^^^
Conversely, in a case where the largest dot (50%), loses the greatest amount
due to its longest perimeter, and the absolute losses are unequal, the curves
look like those in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 Unequal loss
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In Figure 21, the data from Figure 18 is plotted as fractional, rather than
absolute loss, and is overlaid, for comparison, with two other curves. The
other two curves plot equal amounts ofwear at every dot percentage. As the
illustration shows, the fractional curve of the laser dots matches extremely
well to the curve representing 1.4% loss. The fractional
curve for the contact dots also matches the 0.7% loss curve very well. Keep in
mind that the Y axis extends only as far as 1.0. At this point, the largest dot
which has worn off the plate is plotted. There may be more than one dot
which has worn off, but fractional loss cannot exceed 1.0. In this case, the
3.1% laser dot and the 1.2% contact dot have worn off completely.
Fractional Plate Dot LossAfter 100k Imp. 150
Ipi LaserAnd Contact Screens
150 Ipi Laser exp
150 Ipi Contact exp
0.300 [ , .,
j ,1 1.4% Loss
0.250 --\
a n inn L '* -70% Loss
c
o
u
a
u
fa
0.050 4- '-- *~^-^-
80 100
Figure 21
40 60
Initial Dot Area On Plate
Figure 22 shows how image weight, that is, the thickness of the silver
image, decreases as a function of
resolution.^ At 50 microns (about a 12% dot
-2
at 200 Ipi, or 7% at 150 Ipi), the image weight is 0.95 gm m , which corre
sponds to an image thickness of about
O.lmicron.^ Below this, image weights
drop sharply.
It should also be noted that the plate measurements did not correlate
well with the printed dot area measurements. Measurements of the plate
indicate a loss of about 1.4% while the printed dot measurements indicated a
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loss of about 6% for the laser dots. The reason for this is that the image ana
lyzer measured the plate's geometric dot area and the Cosar densitometer
measured the final printed dot area. Comparing the measurements of the
plate with those of the print does not consider the effects of ink emulsifica-
tion, the oleophilic properties of the image areas or of dot softness. During
the press run, it was difficult to keep the printed images clean and free from
scumming. This led to some emulsification of the ink. Combined with a possi
ble loss of ink receptivity, this could have easily led to a situation where the
halftone dots began to accept less ink, despite a constant solid ink density
and a constant geometric area. This would have confused the densitometer
which assumes that the density of a solid area indicates the amount of ink on
an individual dot. The image analyzer can only measure geometric dot area,
not ink receptive dot area. Therefore, the measurements of the plate may not
correlate with the measurements of the print when the oleophilic properties
of the halftone dots are compromised.
1.0
0.9
Image
Weight
(gm m ) 0.8
50 25 16.7 12.5 10
Microlines
Figure 22 Resolution vs. ImageWeight
Photographs found in AppendixA demonstrate the effects ofwear on criti
cal areas of the plate.
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The Run Length of the Silverlith Plate
The analysis of the relationship between the change in dot size and the
length of the run showed that an equal amount of loss occured throughout
the first 100,000 impressions. Although most of the analyses made were
based on dot sizes at only a few points of the press run, due to a varying SID,
there did not appear to be any sudden changes of dot sizes. The author
expected to observe that more dot loss occurred in the beginning of the press
run as the soft dot areas wore away, but the data did not prove this to be
true. As an example, Figure 23 shows the relationship between printed image
loss and run length for different dot sizes, as it occurred with a 150 line
halftone.
A complete collection of such graphs can be found inAppendix C.
Change In Printed 150 Ipi Laser Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.52-1.54
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Summary OfResults
1. Analysis of the printed halfone dots did not show that a significant differ
ence in wear rates existed between the two methods of imaging.
2. Measurements taken of the halftone dots on the printing plate showed that
a significant difference in wear rates existed between the two methods of
imaging.
3. The rate of wear appeared to be fairly constant throughout the life of the
plate. There were no sudden changes in dot sizes.
4. Higher screen rulings led to more image wear, by both methods of imaging.
5. Small changes in solid ink density did not seem to hide nor exaggerate
changes in printed dot sizes.
6. Exposure control of a digital plate is very important and can be acheived
with an UGRA/FOGRA Digital Control Wedge, or similar digital resolution
target.
7. Stochastic images can be imaged digitally, but may only be practical for
short run work.
8. Screen rulings of 200 Ipi may only be practical for short run work.
9. The plate measurements did not correlate with the printed dot area mea
surements.
10. An image analyzer is an accurate tool, capable of making precise mea
surements of geometric dot area on a CTP plate. It may not always be a good
indication ofprintable dot area.
11. There is room for improving the quality of the exposure ofCTP plates.
Implications
This research has demonstrated many interesting characteristics of a
CTP plate. It was important to this study that the experiment be carried out
under typical pressroom conditions, rather than in a sterile, laboratory
environment. The methods used combined both common pressroom practices
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as well as advanced research technologies. Some of the conclusions that were
made agree with what is known about conventional photopolymer plates.
Like a photopolymer plate, the Silverlith also loses dot area over the course
of a press run, but this would normally be compensated with an increase in
solid ink density. The author does not know to what degree conventional
plates change, but the Silverlith plate does perform normally in this respect.
It was proven in this study that digitally imaged halftones are less durable
than halftones made from films when it is the plate that is under investiga
tion.What is important to the printer and customer though, is that the print
ed results did not show this difference. Computer to plate works. It is more
than capable of acheiving the excellent results obtained from conventional
film technology, to a point. It may not be the best choice for printing stochas
tic images and 200 line halftones for long runs. This
knowledge is ofvalue to the printer. The Silverlith plate is very durable when
normal halftones of 150 Ipi or less are used and will help the
printers'
process
control.Whether the decision to buy a CTP system is a financially sound one,
is also of great concern to the printer, but this paper does not discuss that
topic.
In industry, dot area measurements of printing plates are rarely per
formed outside of a laboratory. The equipment is too expensive and it is very
time consuming to make measurements. These results may be of interest to
manufacturers of CTP technology as well as to other researchers. The print
ers may be interested to know that the plate is of lower resolution than they
are probably used to, and that this is presently true for all available CTP sys
tems. Also, many printers would like the option ofmaking stochastic images
with their new CTP systems. It is now possible to do this, but it requires very
tight control over platemaking. The printer must be prepared for this. The
conclusions tell the plate manufacturer that the Silverlith behaves as a nor
mal printing plate should. The plate seemed to lose image area consistently
over the course of the press run, which makes
the plate more predictable. Manufacturers are already aware that greater
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resolution is possible with a contact exposure than with a laser exposure, and
that there is room for improvements. The platesetter companies should be
interested to know that this system is very sensitive to exposure (and devel
opment) variability, and that the reliability of CTP depends on the precision
of their devices.
Recommendations for Further Study
There are a great many topics still open to investigation. This study dealt
with one of the important issues, and only under certain circumstances. Since
the contact exposed gray scale was an RIT Microline Target, and not an
imagesetter film, the study could be performed again using imagesetter
films. There are many variables that could have been chosen differently.
Further work should take these into account. For example, DuPont reports
that the run length of the Silverlith plate is reduced to 60% of that of a con
ventional negative working plate when cold set inks are used alongwith high
dampener levels. Both of these conditions were present in this study. This is
likely to have affected the absolute amount of wear that was observed, but
not the relative differences between methods of imaging that this paper was
concerned with.A further investigation might use different inks, or perhaps a
webpress and heat set inks.
When undertaking an experiment such as this one, the student is often
dependent on the graces of industry sponsorship. This not only applies to
finding a willing person to help, but also trusting that the person or persons
will perform quality work an adhere to a student's tough deadlines. Student
papers tend to be fairly ambitious, and this is a good thing.When the student
researcher suddenly realizes that the hypothesis is too broad, there is too
much data and there is not enough time or resources to handle all of it, then
that student has learned something important. Any really good research
needs to be done at least twice.
Notes
1 Doyle, S.B., Waterkiss, P.J., "SSDT - A new plate for direct (filmless) expo
sures". TAGA Proceedings. 1989. p. 185
2 Doyle, 1989, p.188
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AppendixA
The following microphotographs are in reference to Chapter 7, Summary and
Conclusions. They demonstrate, as words cannot, how the Silverlith plate
changed after 100,000 impressions. These photographs may not all have the
same magnification factor.
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Figure Al. 12 Microlines
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Figure A5. Digitally Imaged 3% Dots at 150 Ipi
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Figure A6. Contact Imaged 3% Dots at 150 Ipi
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Figure A7. Digitally Imaged 3 % Dots at 200 Ipi
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Figure A10. Contact Imaged 50% Dots at 300 Ipi
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Appendix B
Appendix B contains graphs which plot the loss in size of the printed dots
which occured over the course of the press run. Each graph plots a particular
screen ruling printed at a particular range of solid ink densities. The range of
SID each graph uses is included in the title of the graph for easy reference.
Most graphs do not show changes occurring over the entire length of the run.
The number of impressions that each plot is based on is included in the leg
ends. This should be considered when comparing two or more graphs or plots.
The illustrations are intended to give the reader an idea ofthe amount ofwear
that occurred for each screen ruling and also the effects that different SIDs
have on image wear. These are the results from a single testing of the plate
under certain conditions and cannot project the degree of dot loss other print
ers will experience.
Also in appendix B are plotted data fom the worn printing plate. Graphs
showing the differences in the amounts of image wear between halftoning
methods, as well as between different screen rulings are included.
Table Bl. Table ofSID ranges
85 Ipi laser 133 Ipi laser 150 Ipi laser 150 Ipi contact
1.50- 1.53 1.50-1.52 1.52-1.53 1.52
1.62 1.60-1.61 1.63-1.64 1.63-1.65
1.69-1.72 1.68-1.70 1.67-1.69
1.76-1.79 1.77-1.78
200 Ipi laser Velvet Screen 300 Ipi contact
1.69 1.57-1.60 1.50
1.78 1.73-1.74 1.60
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Dot Loss For 150 Ipi ContactAndLaser Halftones
Printed at SID Of1.52 - 1.53
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Table B2. Data for Figure Bl
Initial Final Initial Final
I-aser@ 93.100 Iim. lASi Contact <S> 92.200 Imp Loss
96.4 95.8 0.6 98.3 98.0 0.3
92.1 91.2 0.9 94.9 93.7 \2
84.7 83.7 1.0 87.9 85.3 2.6
75.6 74.5 1.1 79.8 76.4 3.3
68.1 66.3 1.8 71.7 66.6 5.1
62.2 57.1 5.0 62.4 58.4 4.0
51.8 45.8 6.0 50.9 47.0 3.9
39.4 32.0 7.4 41.1 35.6 5.5
26.4 19.0 7.4 27.5 23.3 4.2
13.8 9.3 4.5 14.6 11.0 3.6
9.3 6.7 2.6 7.6 5.0 2.6
7.6 6.0 1.6 4.7 3.8 0.9
5.7 3.9 1.8 3.7 2.7 1.0
2.6 0.5 2.1 1.8 0.0 1.8
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
80.0 100.0
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Dot Loss For 150 Ipi Laser and ContactHalftones,
Printed At SID 1.63-1.65
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Table B3. Data for Figure B2
Initial Final Initial Final
Laser <a 95.000 ImD
96.9
Loss
0.5
ijl Lass
97.4 98.4 98.1 0.3
93.3 92.0 1.3 95.3 93.6 1.8
85.7 84.3 1.4 88.7 85.8 3.0
77.1 75.9 1.2 80.6 76.5 4.1
68.7 65.1 3.6 72.2 66.9 5.4
64.1 56.5 7.6 63.1 56.8 6.3
51.9 48.2 3.7 53.1 45.6 7.5
39.7 33.0 6.7 41.4 34.0 7.3
28.4 19.1 9.3 30.1 22.8 7.3
14.2 8.7 5.5 15.8 11.6 4.2
10.2 5.5 4.7 7.5 5.3 2.2
8.0 4.8 3.2 5.5 3.9 1.6
6.7 2.5 4.2 3.7 2.8 0.9
3.6 0.5 3.1 1.9 0.0 1.9
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table B4. Data for Figure B3
Initial Final Initial Enai Initial Final Initial Final
85 Ipi 133 Ipi 150 Ipi 22CLlpi
98.8 94.3 97.1 97.1 98.8 96.8 97.9 96.1
95.2 88.9 94.8 93.2 94.4 93.2 95.0 91.9
85.2 81.6 92.0 85.8 87.1 85.4 87.3 83.7
73.4 71.4 87.2 75.7 77.1 74.7 79.3 72.7
65.9 62.0 69.5 66.2 69.8 65.8 72.2 63.2
60.1 58.1 63.9 59.6 64.6 56.4 64.8 52.7
50.2 44.0 51.7 46.3 51.7 47.0 52.7 41.1
38.3 32.0 39.5 34.9 41.0 34.1 41.0 28.8
28.0 20.0 27.2 22.4 28.5 19.7 28.2 17.1
14.0 10.0 14.9 10.7 14.5 9.0 14.9 9.0
10.8 7.0 9.0 6.2 10.3 6.0 7.4 4.4
9.2 6.0 9.0 6.2 8.3 4.8 6.1 3.1
7.7 5.0 7.0 4.0 6.7 3.0 5.5 2.7
5.5 3.6 3.7 0.5 3.6 0.5 2.2 0.0
2.9 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
% Loss % Loss % Loss 2J-25S
85 Ipi 0 81.000 Inra 133 Ipi 93.000 Imp 1501pi<a 93.000 Imo 200 Ipi @ 57.700 Imp
0.5 0.0 2.0 1.8
0.7 1.5 1.2 3.1
1.0 6.2 1.7 3.6
1.0 11.5 2.4 6.6
0.2 3.4 3.9 9.0
1.2 4.3 8.1 12.1
3.7 5.3 4.7 11.6
4.3 4.6 6.9 12.2
4.9 4.8 8.8 11.1
15 4.2 5.5 5.9
2.8 2.8 4.3 3.0
2.3 2.8 3.5 3.0
2.3 3.0 3.7 2.8
1.5 3.7 3.1 2.2
1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table B5. Data for Figure B4
Initial Dot Area
Iniiiai final Initial Final Initial final
96.4 95.8 97.4 96.9 98.8 96.8
92.1 91.2 93.3 92.0 94.4 93.2
84.7 83.7 85.7 84.3 87.1 85.4
75.6 74.5 77.1 75.9 77.1 74.7
68.1 66.3 68.7 65.1 69.8 65.8
62.2 57.1 64.1 56.5 64.6 56.4
51.8 45.8 51.9 48.2 51.7 47.0
39.4 32.0 39.7 33.0 41.0 34.1
26.4 19.0 28.4 19.1 28.5 19.7
13.8 9.3 14.2 8.7 14.5 9.0
9.3 6.7 10.2 5.5 10.3 6.0
7.6 6.0 8.0 4.8 8.3 4.8
5.7 3.9 6.7 25 6.7 3.0
2.6 0.5 3.6 0.5 3.6 0.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Less Loss Loss
SID 1.52 -1 53 (3 93.100 Imp SID 1.63-1.64 95.000 Imp SID 1.67-1.68 @ 93.000 Imp
0.6 0.5 2.0
0.9 1.3 1.2
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.2
1.7
2.4
1.8 3.6 3.9
5.0 7.6 8.1
6.0 3.7 4.7
7.4 6.7 6.9
7.4 9.3 8.8
4.5 5.5 5.5
2.6 4.7 4.3
1.6 3.2 3.5
1.8 4.2 3.7
2.1 3.1 3.1
0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table B6. Data for Figure B5
Initial Final Initial Final
98.3 98.0 98.4 98.1
94.9 93.7 95.3 93.6
87.9 85.3 88.7 85.8
79.8 76.4 80.6 76.5
71.7 66.6 72.2 66.9
62.4 58.4 63.1 56.8
50.9 47.0 53.1 45.6
41.1 35.6 41.4 34.0
27.5 23.3 30.1 22.8
14.6 11.0 15.8 11.6
7.6 5.0 7.5 5.3
4.7 3.8 5.5 3.9
3.7 2.7 3.7 2.8
1.8 0.0 1.9 0.0
0.0 0.0
% Loss % Loss
SID 1.52 @ 92.200 Imp SID 163-1.65 <a 83.000 Imo
0.3 0.3
1.2 1.8
2.6 3.0
3.3 4.1
5.1 5.4
4.0 6.3
3.9 7.5
5.5 7.3
4.2 7.3
3.6 4.2
2.6 2.2
0.9 1.6
1.0 0.9
1.8 1.9
0.0 0.0
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Table B7. Data for Figure B6
Initial
97.9
95.0
87.3
79.3
72.2
64.8
52.7
41.0
28.2
14.9
7.4
6.1
5.5
2.2
0.0
40.0 60.0
Initial Dot Area
final
96.1
91.9
83.7
72.7
63.2
52.7
41.1
28.8
17.1
9.0
4.4
3.1
2.7
0.0
0.0
% Loss
SID 1 .69 @ 63.000 Imp
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3.0
3.0
2.8
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Initial final
98.9 96.1
96.3 92.6
89.0 85.8
81.7 77.2
74.0 68.5
66.6 58.3
55.2 42.9
41.9 30.5
29.6 18.4
15.3 9.2
7.8 4.8
6.7 3.0
5.9 2.8
2.4 0.0
0.0 0.0
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Table B8. Data for Figure B7
Initial final Initial final Initial final Initial final
96.6 95.0 95.8 95.8 97.1 97.1 97.8 96.6
92.0 90.3 91.7 91.3 94.8 93.2 93.9 92.8
84.1 83.8 84.8 83.8 92.0 85.8 86.7 86.6
75.7 74.8 76.2 74.8 87.2 75.7 78.3 77.3
67.8 66.4 68.2 66.4 69.5 66.2 70.7 69.2
63.3 60.3 63.9 60.3 63.9 59.6 65.9 64.2
50.5 46.5 51.3 46.5 51.7 46.3 53.1 50.0
38.3 35.7 39.2 35.7 39.5 34.9 40.8 37.1
26.6 22.0 27.2 22.0 27.2 22.4 28.9 24.1
14.6 11.1 14.6 9.1 14.9 10.7 16.0 11.0
8.9 5.7 8.7 5.2 9.0 6.2 10.0 6.0
9.2 5.2 9.2 4.8 9.0 6.2 9.8 5.3
7.6 3.7 7.2 3.7 7.0 4.0 7.9 4.0
3.6 05 3.1 0.5 3.7 0.5 3.4 0.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Loss Loss Loss Loss
flip 1 53 O 94.200 ImD SID 1 61 @ 93.100 Imp SID 1 .70 93.000 Imp SID 1 78 53.000 Imo
1.6 0.0 0.0 1.2
1.7 0.4 15 1.1
0.3 1.0 6.2 0.1
0.9 1.4 11.5 1.0
1.3 1.8 3.4 1.5
3.0 3.6 4.3 1.6
4.0 4.8 5.3 3.1
2.5 3.4 4.6 3.7
4.6 5.2 4.8 4.7
3.4 5.5 4.2 5.0
3.2 3.5 2.8 4.0
4.0 4.4 2.8 4.5
3.9 3.5 3.0 3.9
3.6 3.1 3.7 3.4
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table B9. Data for Figure B8
1
40.0 60.0
Initial Dot Area
H
80.0 100.0
Initial
94.9
90.5
82.8
73.1
63.8
59.5
48.9
36.9
26.9
13.4
10.1
7.8
7.1
45
2.0
final
94.0
89.0
81.0
72.0
62.1
58.1
47.9
34.5
23.6
11.8
8.1
6.8
6.0
3.4
1.5
Initial
95.1
91.4
82.8
74.9
65.4
60.8
51.9
39.7
26.6
13.3
10.2
8.2
7.2
4.8
1.7
Final
94.7
90.9
82.4
73.0
63.9
58.3
50.3
36.5
24.7
12.4
9.2
7.7
2.7
4.0
1.0
Iniaal
98.8
95.2
85.2
73.4
65.9
60.1
50.2
38.3
28.0
14.0
10.8
9.2
7.7
5.5
2.9
Final
94.3
88.9
81.6
71.4
62.0
58.1
44.0
32.0
20.0
10.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
3.6
1.6
Initial
96.6
93.0
84.5
74.8
65.4
62.2
50.5
39.0
27.4
13.7
10.9
8.9
7.8
5.2
2.3
final
96.1
92.3
83.4
73.8
65.1
61.0
46.8
34.7
22.5
11.2
8.2
6.6
5.5
3.7
1.2
70 LOSS % Loss % Loss % Loss
Sini 50-1.53 @ 98.000 Imp SIP 1,62 @ 93.100 Imp SID 169-1.72 63.000 Imp SID 1.76-1.79 <j 66.000 Imp
0.9 0.4 4.5 05
1.5 0.4 6.3 0.7
1.8 0.4 3.5 1.0
1.1 1.8 2.0 1.0
1.7 1.5 4.0 0.2
1.4 2.5 2.0 1.2
1.0 1.6 6.2 3.7
2.4 3.3 6.3 4.3
3.3 1.8 8.0 4.9
1.7 0.9 4.0 2.5
2.0 10 3.8 2.8
1.0 0.6 3.2 2.3
1.2 4.5 2.7 2.3
1.1 0.8 1.9 1.5
0.5 0.7 1.3 1.1
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Imp
&300 Ipi Contact SID 1.60
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57.700 Imp
Figure B9
Table BIO. Data for Figure B9
Initial final Initial Final
1.3 0.0 2.6 0.0
7.4 0.0 9.8 3.7
17.4 7.0 21.4 9.9
41.2 18.0 46.1 26.6
66.5 48.0 72.2 48.4
83.9 70.0 89.5 74.3
95.2 85.9
% Loss
97.5 88.7
% Loss
SID 1.57- 1.60 0 80.000 Imp SID1.73-1.74 0 68.000 Imn
1.3 2.6
7.4 6.1
10.4 11.5
23.2 19.5
18.5 23.8
13.9 15.2
9.3 8.8
2Q0JCLLjwer SID 1.69 57.700 Imp
Initial Final % Loss
97.9 96.1 1.8
95.0 91.9 3.1 300 Ipi Contact SID 1 60 0 59.900 ImD
87.3 83.7 3.6 Initial Final
79.3 72.7 6.6 63.9 56.1
72.2 63.2 9.0
64.8 52.7 12.1 % Loss
52.7 41.1 11.6 7.8
41.0 28.8 12.2
28.2 17.1 11.1
14.9 9.0 5.9
7.4 4.4 3.0
6.1 3.1 3.0
55 2.7 2.8
2.2 0.0 2.2
0.0 0.0 0.0
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Fractional Plate Dot Loss After 100k Imp. 150 Ipi Laser
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Table Bll. Data for Figure BIO
40 60
Initial Dot Area On Plate
80 100
150 Ipi Laser exp
INITIAL % FTNAI.% %CHANr,F.I. Fractionnl Change
4.78 3.31 1.47 0.308
5.69 4.39 1.30 0.228
6.73 5.69 1.04 0.155
9.96 8.48 1.48 0.149
19.81 18.32 1.49 0.075
29.67 27.98 1.69 0.057
39.32 38.02 1.30 0.033
49.65 47.92 1.73 0.035
56.19 54.5 1.69 0.030
65.23 63.56 1.67 0.026
76.73 74.81 1.92 0.025
86.01 84.81 1.20 0.014
91.68 91.11 0.57 0.006
150 Ipi Contact exp
INITIAL % FTNAI.% % CHANCE Fractional Chanpe
2.38 1.93 0.45 0.189
3.18 2.78 0.40 0.126
4.71 3.91 0.80 0.170
9.37 8.49 0.88 0.094
18.85 18 0.85 0.045
28.08 26.82 1.26 0.045
37.88 36.72 1.16 0.031
48.01 47.11 0.90 0.019
59.49 58.55 0.94 0.016
70.21 69.31 0.90 0.013
80.14 79.34 0.80 0.010
89.75 88.67 1.08 0.012
94.72 94.12 0.60 0.006
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Table B12. Data for FigureBll
40 60
Initial Dot Area On Plate
80 100
150 Ipi Laser exp
INITIAL % FINAL ', % CHANGE
1.47
1.30
1.04
1.48
1.49
1.69
1.30
1.73
1.69
1.67
1.92
1.20
0.57
% CHANCE
0.45
0.40
0.80
0.88
0.85
1.26
1.16
0.90
0.94
0.90
0.80
1.08
0.60
4.78
5.69
6.73
9.96
19.81
29.67
39.32
49.65
56.19
65.23
76.73
86.01
91.68
3.31
4.39
5.69
8.48
18.32
27.98
38.02
47.92
54.5
63.56
74.81
84.81
91.11
150 Ipi Contact exp
INITIAL % FINAL %
2.38
3.18
4.71
9.37
18.85
28.08
37.88
48.01
59.49
70.21
80.14
89.75
94.72
1.93
2.78
3.91
8.49
18
26.82
36.72
47.11
58.55
69.31
79.34
88.67
94.12
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Table B13. Data for Figure B12
85 Ipi Laser exp 150 Ipi Laser exp
INITIAL % FINAL % % CHANCE INITIAL % FINAL % % CHANCE
7.00 6.22 0.78 4.78 3.31 1.47
23.46 22.38 1.08 5.69 4.39 1.30
51.59 50.47 1.12 6.73 5.69 1.04
77.39 76.37 1.02 9.96 8.48 1.48
92.41 91.53 0.88 19.81 18.32 1.49
29.67 27.98 1.69
133 Ipi Laser exp 39.32 38.02 1.30
INITIAL % FTNAI.% % CHANCE 49.65 47.92 1.73
5.58 4.08 1.5 56.19 54.5 1.69
19.56 17.99 1.5 65.23 63.56 1.67
48.58 46.83 1.75 76.73 74.81 1.92
74.92 73.53 1.39 86.01 84.81 1.20
90.87 89.7 1.17 91.68 91.11 0.57
200 Ipi Laser exp
INITIAL % FTNAI.% % CHANCE
5.62 3.59 2.03
19.12 16.97 115
47.54 45.14 2.4
77.12 75.11 2.01
91.27 89.36 1.91
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The following table contains data which has been readjusted so as to demon
strate more accurately the changes in dots sizes on the printed sheets, as
explained on page 31. The original unaltered data is also included on pages 76
- 81. The differences are none where the hypothesis is concerned.
Table B14. Press sheet data
85 Ipi laser
SID SHEET
1.50 1000 94.9 90.5 82.8 73.1 63.8 59.5 48.9 36.9 26.9 13.4 10.1 7.8 7.1 4.5 2.0
1.53 32200 96.2 92.6 83.0 73.8 66.9 63.0 49.0 35.5 23.9 12.0 83 73 7.7 3.7 1.1
1.53 99000 94.0 89.0 81.0 72.0 62.1 58.1 47.9 34.5 23.6 11.8 8.1 6.8 6.0 3.4 13
Loss 98,000 0.9 13 1.8 1.1 1.7 1.4 1.0 2.4 33 1.7 2.0 1.0 13 1.1 03
1.62 2100 95.1 91.4 82.8 74.9 65.4 60.8 51.9 39.7 26.6 133 10.2 8.2 73 4.8 1.7
1.63 45000 98.4 93.9 85.1 753 64.6 603 47.7 35.1 243 12.1 7.7 7.1 53 3.6 1.7
1.62 64000 95.8 91.8 84.7 74.2 66.4 64.2 48.7 35.4 23.9 11.9 8.0 72 6.0 3.6 1.6
1.62 95200 94.7 90.9 82.4 73.0 63.9 583 503 36.5 24.7 12.4 92 7.7 2.7 4.0 1.0
Loss 93,100 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.8 13 23 1.6 33 13 0.9 1.0 0.6 43 03 0.7
1.69 5000 98.8 95.2 85.2 73.4 65.9 60.1 50.2 383 28.0 14.0 10.8 92 7.7 53 2.9
1.69 51000 95.7 91.5 84.4 72.6 64.5 61.2 46.8 333 22.7 11.4 7.6 63 6.0 4.0 23
1.71 68000 96.4 92.4 84.8 72.2 63.2 60.0 46.1 33.6 22.4 11.2 7.9 63 53 4.1 2.7
1.72 86000 943 88.9 81.6 71.4 62.0 58.1 44.0 32.0 20.0 10.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 3.6 1.6
Loss 83,000 43 63 33 2.0 4.0 2.0 62 63 8.0 4.0 3.8 32 2.7 1.9 13
1.79 3000 96.6 93.0 84.5 74.8 65.4 62.2 50.5 39.0 27.4 13.7 10.9 8.9 73 52 23
1.78 39000 96.8 93.6 85.2 75.8 68.6 65.2 50.0 36.9 25.7 12.9 83 63 5.4 3.1 13
1.76 56000 96.2 92.4 85.5 74.7 663 63.1 493 373 24.9 12.4 9.4 8.9 73 4.7 23
1.76 69000 96.1 923 83.4 733 65.1 61.0 46.8 34.7 223 11.2 83 6.6 53 3.7 12
Loss 63,000 03 0.7 1.0 1.0 02 12 3.7 43 4.9 23 23 23 23 13 1.1
133 Ipi laser
SID SHEET
130 1000 96.6 92.0 84.1 75.7 67.8 633 503 383 26.6 14.6 8.9 92 7.6 3.6 0.0
131 40000 96.2 913 85.2 75.8 67.0 60.9 473 33.7 20.0 9.6 6.0 5.0 4.4 13 0.0
132 95200 95.0 903 83.8 74.8 66.4 603 463 35.7 22.0 11.1 5.7 52 3.7 03 0.0
Loss 94,200 1.6 1.7 03 0.9 13 3.0 4.0 23 4.6 3.4 32 4.0 3.9 3.1 0.0
1.60 2100 95.8 91.7 84.8 76.2 68.2 63.9 513 39.2 27.2 14.6 8.7 92 72 3.1 0.0
1.60 43200 95.8 92.0 853 76.8 673 633 49.4 36.0 23.0 10.4 5.0 5.1 4.0 1.1 0.0
1.60 64000 95.9 92.1 85.8 76.6 67.4 63.8 49.0 35.0 22.6 9.6 43 53 42 1.4 0.0
1.61 95200 95.8 913 83.8 74.8 66.4 603 463 35.7 22.0 9.1 52 4.8 3.7 03 0.0
Loss 93,100 0.0 0.4 1.0 1.4 13 3.6 4.8 3.4 53 53 33 4A 33 2.6 0.0
1.70 5000 97.1 94.8 92.0 87.2 693 63.9 51.7 39.5 27.2 14.9 9.0 9.0 7.0 3.7 0.0
1 70 52000 96.2 92.1 853 74.7 67.1 61.6 46.4 33.2 21.6 93 53 5.6 43 13 0.0
1 69 85000 943 89.1 82.7 73.0 63.1 58.7 45.4 35.4 20.9 14.1 113 73 4.6 2.1 0.0
1 68 98000 97.1 93.2 85.8 75.7 66.2 59.6 463 34.9 22.4 10.7 63 63 4.0 03 0.0
Loss 93,000 0.0 13 63 113 3.4 43 53 4.6 4.8 43 23 23 3.0 33 0.0
1 78 3000 97.8 93.9 86.7 783 70.7 65.9 53.1 40.8 28.9 16.0 10.0 9X 7.9 3.4 0.0
1 78 39000 98.0 94.4 883 80.4 71.9 67.8 53.6 38.9 25.4 11.6 63 6.1 4.6 1.6 0.0
1 77 56000 96.6 92.8 86.6 773 69.2 64.2 50.0 37.1 24.1 11.0 6.0 53 4.0 0.6 0.0
Loss 53,000 13 1.1 0.1 1.0 13 1.6 3.1 3.7 4.7 5.0 4.0 43 3.9 23 0.0
150 Ipi laser
SID SHEET
133 2100 96.4 92.1 84.7 75.6 68.1 623 513 39.4 26.4 13.8 93 7.6 5.7 2.6 0.0
134 41000 97.4 93.0 85.6 76.4 70.0 60.4 46.2 33.0 19.8 9.9 7.0 63 5.0 23 0.0
132 95200 95.8 91.2 83.7 74.5 663 57.1 45.8 32.0 19.0 93 6.7 6.0 3.9 03 0.0
Loss 93,100 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 13 5.0 6.0 7.4 7.4 43 2.6 1.6 13 2.1 0.0
1 63 4000 97.4 933 85.7 77.1 68.7 64.1 51.9 39.7 28.4 14.2 10.2 8.0 6.7 3.6 0.0
163 46300 97.8 94.2 86.6 763 67.7 58.2 44.1 33.0 21.6 10.4 7.8 6.9 53 3.1 0.0
1 63 65000 97.0 91.5 83.7 74.0 65.9 60.0 47.1 33.6 20.9 8.7 63 4.9 3.1 2.4 0.0
163 74000 97.1 92.0 84.8 743 66.7 60.8 50.0 33.5 20.5 9.0 5.8 5.0 3.0 1.6 0.0
1*64 99000 96.9 92.0 843 75.9 65.1 563 48.2 33.0 19.1 8.7 53 43 23 03 0.0
Loss 95,000 03 13 1.4 13 3.6 7.6 3.7 6.7 93 53 4.7 33 43 3.1 0.0
73
150 Ipi laser conz.
SID SHEET
1.67 5000 98.8 94.4 87.1 77.1 69.8 64.6 51.7 41.0 28.5 14.5 103 83 6.7 3.6 0.0
1.68 15300 98.0 94.6 87.6 79.6 72.9 65.7 54.4 41.2 27.2 11.7 8.4 63 53 23 0.0
1.68 38000 983 95.0 88.7 81.4 743 673 55.7 41.6 27.0 12.9 7.8 6.9 5.0 2.0 0.0
1.68 48000 98.2 94.6 88.4 803 72.6 67.1 53.4 42.9 273 13.1 83 7.0 5.0 23 0.0
1.69 57000 963 92.2 85.1 75.4 673 61.8 48.2 34.7 2Z8 9.9 73 63 43 23 0.0
1.67 72900 96.9 933 86.5 76.7 69.5 63.4 50.6 37.4 223 9.6 6.4 5.0 3.7 2.0 0.0
1.68 98000 96.8 933 85.4 74.7 65.8 56.4 47.0 34.1 19.7 9.0 6.0 4.8 3.0 03 0.0
Loss 93,000 2.0 13 1.7 2.4 3.9 8.1 4.7 6.9 83 53 43 33 3.7 3.1 0.0
150 Ipi film
SID SHEET
132 4000 983 94.9 87.9 79.8 71.7 62.4 50.9 41.1 273 14.6 7.6
133 24000 98.7 953 883 79.9 71.4 613 49.8 37.8 25.9 12.7 5.9
133 34000 983 95.9 89.5 81.7 733 64.4 51.0 37.9 253 11.7 6.0
132 45000 99.1 95.7 88.7 79.7 70.9 603 47.7 353 24.0 113 53
132 96200 98.0 93.7 853 76.4 66.6 58.4 47.0 35.6 233 11.0 5.0
Loss 92300 03 13 2.6 33 5.1 4.0 3.9 53 43 3.6 2.6
1.63 3000 98.4 953 88.7 80.6 723 63.1 53.1 41.4 30.1 15.8 73
1.65 58000 97.8 943 86.8 793 71.9 61.6 46.6 353 233 123 6.0
1.65 86000 98.1 93.6 85.8 763 66.9 56.8 45.6 34.0 22.8 11.6 53
Loss 83,000 03 13 3.0 4.1 5.4 63 73 73 73 43 23
200 Ipi laser
STD SHEET 92.0
1.69 9300 97.9 95.0 873 793 723 64.8 52.7 41.0 283 14.9 7.4
1.69 30200 99.8 96.8 86.4 773 703 623 50.5 36.6 23.0 93 53
1.69 67000 96.1 91.9 83.7 72.7 633 52.7 41.1 28.8 17.1 9.0 44
Loss 57,700 13 3.1 3.6 6.6 9.0 12.1 11.6 123 11.1 5.9 3.0
1.78 5000 98.9 963 89.0 81.7 74.0 66.6 553 41.9 29.6 153 73
1.78 39000 983 963 90.6 82.1 74.1 663 533 39.1 23.4 10.0 4.8
1.77 50000 963 93.7 86.7 78.7 713 61.6 51.4 373 21.7 10.1 4.7
X.78 69000 96.1 92.6 85.8 773 683 583 42.9 303 18.4 93 43
Loss 64,000 23 3.7 33 43 53 83 123 11.4 113 63 3.0
300 Ipi film
SID SHEET
130 1000 67.1
130 26000 65.4
130 40000 55.7
130 98000 53.9
Loss 97,000 13.1
1.60 12100 63.9
139 39000 60.8
1.60 72000 56.1
Loss 59,900 73
19/25Micron Velvet Screen
SH> SHEET
137 5000 13 7A 17.4 413 663 83.9 953
138 10000 0.7 63 15.9 34.7 60.9 81.1 923
137 24000 03 43 133 31.0 583 793 91.7
1.60 64000 03 3.0 93 27.7 57.7 79.0 91.6
138 72000 0.0 U6 83 24.4 51.7 763 913
139 83000 0.0 1.0 73 233 52.4 75.9 893
1.60 85000 0.0 0.0 7.0 18.0 48.0 70.0 85.9
Loss 83,000 13 7A 10.4 233 183 13.9 93
1.73 1000 2.6 9J8 21.4 46.1 723 893 973
1.72 37000 23 6.9 16.7 37.7 65.4 86.0 95.7
1.72 49000 1A 6A 13.1 30.9 603 80.4 91.9
1.74 60000 23 5.6 12.0 29.4 57.4 78.0 90.0
1.74 69000 0.0 3.7 9.9 26.6 48.4 743 88.7
Loss 68,000 2.6 6.1 113 193 23.8 15.2 83
4.7 3.7 1.8 0.0
33 23 1.1 0.0
4.7 3.0 13 0.0
4.0 33 13 0.0
33 2.7 0.0 0.0
0.9 1.0 13 0.0
53 3.7 13 0.0
4.0 3.0 1.6 0.0
33 23 0.0 0.0
1.6 0.9 13 0.0
6.1 53 23 0.0
4.6 3.9 13 0.0
3.1 2.7 0.0 0.0
3.0 23 23 0.0
6.7 5.9 2A 0.0
3.7 43 0.7 0.0
3.8 3.6 1.1 0.0
3.0 23 0.0 0.0
3.7 3.1 2.4 0.0
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The following tables are the original, unaltered data in their entirety.
Every press sheet measured is included with complete information about SID
and dot area. They are arranged according to screen ruling.
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Table B15. 85 Ipi laser dot original data
I3U IUUU WU WJ I.U WJ . VUJ 1 73.1 UJ 3VJ y Jfc, av |J4 |U.| 7J 7.1 43 IU
142 21UU VU VJ.6 V7.7 3. W.I 1.4 BJ 74.V 434 OUJ 5IJV 3V.7 264 13J IUJ -2 71 4J 1.7
1.7V XUU W.7 W.4 W.I 7. 44 3U 4J 74JI 63.4 41J 30J 3V.0 27.4 13.7 1U-V *- 7J 3J U
142 JUU IUUU WJ W.I UI V7.U l.y D.4 74J 45.V j|J W4 jjj 27J I3.V IUJ VJ 4U 3J 3J
14 3UUU W.7 W.I W4 J *J WJ OJ 73.4 6). ll XU JJ 2J.U I4.U IUJ VJ 7.7 3J IV
1.72 6IUU W.4 WU W4 7J 64 3.7 WJ aiJS 77J J4J 3UI W.4 J3. 16V I7.V 11U UU 74 34
LTD 7UUU IM W.V WJ 74 V6J y3j B< 1|J 74J 71.1 3JJ 4J.7 JV.7 14.V 133 .7 -3 31
1.77 IIUU W.7 WJ W-7 7.7 4.7 4J WJ (1.1 76.1 7IJ J3. 46U .4 14.7 a4 VI 7J 3J 3J
147 V3UU W.7 WJ 44 74 V4J V3J 174 7V.4 734 W.4 33il 4IU 27.11 I3. IUJ 7J 4.7 4.4 2JI
1.71 IUUU) WJ W.7 W- 7. 6.7 W.I U III )U )U 33.7 410 26* 13.4 1112 7.4 4J 3. 2-U
L67 1ICJUU 10UOI WJ WO 7J V4J 3J I7J 7VJ 74J 6V.V H <II 2U 14* IU4 70 41 44 12
1.71 U1UI IUU.I Wi Wl IU 1U )U U 7U 73.7 71.2 33.4 42.4 214 14J III 71 6J 4J 12
147 Mill) W.7 W.I 4 4* 3.7 VU D4 74J u 417 3UJ 3U 274 IJ.7 II* 4 1.7 3.7 34
L72 133UU W.V W.7 WJ W- 6J 1.6 WU) 7IJ UU 4J 33.7 n.V 262 HI KIJ 7J 4 4J 11
L77 I4UUU IUUI IUU.I IUUU W.V WJI 4.2 112 11 U U 11 II U |3.1 101 11 6 4.1 1.7
1-44 170JU IUU-I IUUI lull WJ VU 3.4 O.V 764 64 64J JUJ 37J 23U 113 J 7J 44 4J II
144 lUJU W.7 W. IUUI W4 WJP 14 MJ l&il 4UI 412 4J 34.1 2J.I 124 1* 7J 4X1 4.1 I.V
1.77 IVULU IUU4) 1UU.I IUUI 10UJ) W* V4.V OJ 77J W2 444 3UJ 374 23.7 ll .7 7J 41 *2 2J
UV 2MUJ 1UU.1 1U01 IUUI WJ J V4J 17.7 711 71JI 671 U3 IU 2U 111 .7 74 4J 3. l.
UV 2Z2UU W.V WJ V14 4.7 VUI 1J IZV 73J UA 41.V 4L6 33J 23J tt7 17 7il 4J 3.7 II
14> Z3UUU IOUI lOUJI IUUI W. W HI U IU IU IU U IU Z3.V IJJJ 4 7J <J 4J l.
I4U 24UUU IUUI UUU IUUI W. W.I VU D.I 73J 434 Oil 474 T3A 23J 117 12 71 4J 3.7 1.4
1.77 2S1UU W. 1UI.I WJI WJ W4 1V HJ 7411 6U 4U4 4U 33.7 23.1 116 L3 6.V 34 3J 1.4
L74 26UUU W.V Wil IIIUI W.7 W.7 4.1 134 744 63.4 412 4>4 37J 23.7 11V HUI HI ^2 4 4 II
1.77 27UUU W.V lOttU IUU.1 WJ WJ 3J MJ 734 46.4 IU M IU U 13.4 IUJ 4 7.7 4.7 13
1.73 2WJU IUUI 1UI.U IUUI WJ W.7 14 OJ 7331 63J 4IJ J 3611 144 UJ . 7J 61 4.4 IU
1.73 2V2UU 1UI.U IUI.U IUUU W.7 WJ VII 0.7 74.4 44.7 4IJ 41 36.1 26.1 1311 4 7J 62 4J IV
L73 3U2UU IUUU IUUI IUUI W.7 W4 1.7 0.4 73.7 644 OU.V OJ 36J 23.7 I2J VJ 7J 63 3.V 11
14V 31UUU W. W. IUUI W.7 W.4 VULV C4 7311 434 Ul 4UI 33.V 244 113 4 64 3J 3.V IJ
IJ3 TT" IU U U IU U IU D> U 111 Ml 113 23.V IU U IJ 7.7 3.7 I.I
147 33UUU W4 U IU 3.7 3J 73J 6.7 H.I 311 3J 27^ 13.7 UU L3 J 4.7 2J
1.73 34UUU W.7 W.7 (UIUUIUIUIUHIUIIJ 3J.I 2LU Mil .7 J 7J 44 12
1.77 35UUU W.7 WJ VM 7J V4. 4.7 U IU IU 43. 317 37J 26.7 I3J U 7.4 7.1 411 24
1.73 36UUU W. W.4 WJ 7.7 74 4.4 64.1 767 6U 44.1 311 3LU 23J 124 7. 4J 64 34 l.
1.78 37UIO W> WJ WW 7.7 7.1 4.4 >6J 77.1 70J 66.7 334 . 2J. I4J 11.7 4 J 34 3.1
143 34UUU W4 WJ U 7J 711 4.1 OJI 77.1 6V1I 4J.V 31.7 3H1 264 I3J V/4 7J 6J 41 14
1.71 3VUUU W.7 W.I VM 711 V4J 34 CI 73J 614 <H2 JUU 34 23.7 111 J 4J 3.4 3.1 U
1J 4UUI Wl W.7 7. V6J 3J 14 O.l 713 64.7 61/4 4711 34J 234 IU 7.2 6-2 4J 17 1.7
143 41UUU WJ JJ 74 6J 3.7 VU D.I 73J 43.4 616 4J
Ul 421UU VH.4
L43 432UU WJ)
146 44UUU U 7JI 71 34 4.7
146
71 411 411 3.7 a.7 tlj 71J 63.7 3VJ 46J* 33J 134 UJ L3 7.7 71 4J l.
VJJ 7.4 V3J 31 VljU D.7 73.7 64J 6IJ 47 36.4 231 124 11 7J 6- 3J II
143 43UUI W.7 W4 WJ 17 W.4 3. B.l 73J
'
644 IUJ 47.7 33.1 24J 111 7.7 7.1 3J 34 1.7
146 463UU W4 W.I V4 V7J 74 34 D.l 73J 63J 3V.I 434 33.1 2ZJ 111 14 4 6J 4J 2J
WU 4 7.4 V7J 3J MJ 73.1 61* 3J. 434 313 21J ltt 7J 44 61 411 IU
W.I WJ 71 V6J V3J 467 77J J 43.4 31.1 3J 27. 1411 J J 7.7 44 13
VJJ V7J 4.7 V6J VU OJ 7611 6J 64.7 302 J7J 264 13J 1 7J 6J 4J II
L74 3UUU W.I WJ 74 64 3. 11 M. 7411 63J 4UI 4UI 33.1 244 113 12 7.1 3JI
3.4 14
U IU U 3.7 1J 4J 714 64J 611 46J 31J 217 IM 74 6J 611 4U 13
W.I 7.1 V3J 3.7 1.7 444 73J 63JI 4UJ 463 33J 23J 114 74 61 3J 3J IJ
14 IUUI W.7
L4K 4BU1U VIA
L73 4VUUU WU
14V 31UUU WU
1.71 32JUU W.
L73 33UUI ) u W IM 3.4 IJ OJ* 73.1 64.4 (UJ 46.7 33J HA 11.7 74
711 3J 3J 1.7
14V 342UU W- W.I 64 ISA 4. 111 D.I 711 61V 3V4 431 H7 20J WJ 7J) 61
31 3Ji
LAV 330UU WJ WJ W.1 V6J I6J 17 1 74J 64J 64.1 L 36J 23J 116 44 74
L76 34UUU W.I WJ 7JI 6J 61 14 OJ 74.7 44J 63.1 4VJ J7J 24. 114 1A J*
7J 4.7 U
L72 37UUI WJ WJ WU 4J 61 13 Oil 73.7 64J 62JI 47.7 3JJ 24.4 111 .1
7J 6J 4U 13
176 34UIJ Wl 14 V7J 64 V3.V 13 4. 73J 644 61.7 474 34.7 23J IIJ
14 74 6J 4J 17
143 JVUUU WU V4 74 6J 3.7 12 OJ 73.7 64.7 43.7 30.1 36J 23.7 111
U 7J 64 34 I.I
L72 6OIUU WU WJ 7. 64 6.1 11
Oil 74J 664 634 4 364 2J.7 11SP 4 14 71 4J 2J
LJU 6I0UU WJ W4 74 64 6U 1.1
4J 74U 63J 61J 47U J3J 24J 114 Ul 7J 331 34 11
14V 62UUU W-4 WJ) 7J 3.7 31 1.1 OJ 724 43J 4U.7 43.7 314 21J 11.4
6J 6J 31 3U IJ
L4U 63UJU WU WJ V7.7 3J 3.4 1J IMU 74U 6JJ 6IJ 4 33J 231 IU U Ii
tl 3. II
141 44UUU VJ W4 74 64 3J IJ
44.7 74J 644 J 41.7 334 OJI IIH tl) 12 6U 34 14
141 6SUUU WJ WJ W- 7J> 7.1 3.7
6 74J 644 414 47.7 134 24J 111 4 74 6U 3J* IU
147 64UIU W4 WJ 1L 74 7J 3.7
OJI 731 64J 6IU 47.1 33J* US IIJ# 4 7.7 3J 3J 12
14* 67UUU WJ WJ WJ 7.7 V7U V3J 0.7 717
6M> 601 46J 14.1 23U IU 74 64 3J 3.4 !.
171 6HJUU W4 W.I *4 71 64 VZ4 MJ 722 412 WU
46.1 334 214 111 U U 13 4.1 17
L76 MUD W7 W4 W-7 7J 7U JJ **2 73J 63.1 61U 46J 34.7 213 UJ 12
64 3J 17 24
14V MJUU W4 VJJ WU 6.7 *5i> 14 46.1 74JI 47J 44J 44 37U 261 111
U H.1 631 44 13
IM 71UJJ IUUU W.7 W.7 WU WJI 6.7 WU 76.7 4J.1 63J 4J.I 364 24J 113 IJ 7J
64 3J 14
146 Z WJ WJ WJ Wl W.7 WJ UI 73.7 66,7 63J 467 MJ 23.1 114 IJ 71 3J 3J IJ
171 72WJJ WJ W.7 " W-1 "" n* **' 73J J 644 SOU 36 2611 UU
1 U 71 4U II
74UUU WJ W- WJ 66 64 VU 16U 73J 6M 63.7 47J 33J 24U 110
74 7J 3J 3J 1.7
147 73UUI W4 4 74 61 6.1
24 4J 73U 444 414 46J 3ZJ 23L3 UJ Ul 6J 3.1 34
144
14V OJUU
TJVUU W-7 J 74 V9J 14 14.1
711 6411 6UJ 434 UJ) 211 104 67 34 3J 14 20
W.I 74 6.1 3.1 4.7 VOU OU 73U 6JJ 604 3IU 3J 27J US M.I VJ
3J 4J 11
M. nil! WJ 7.7 6.1 3J 44 W.7 434 710 641 3J 44 17.1 271 114 113
.1 3J 4J 2U
ID Zauu WJ V7J 61 4J 4J WJ 2J 711 611 3J 1 364 OJ* UU 112 J 3J 44 IU
,Z mu JJ 74 61 44 V3JI W.7 10 71J 417 3J 4U 3S4 234 HI UJ
-7 3J 4J IU
171 41UIU VJJ V7J 37 WA J WJ* 114 714 610 3H.I 4U 33.1 264 Ul
IU 4.7 13 44 211
IM V4UJU J WJ 4J* 34 4.7 1U D4 712 63.1 60J 44 37J 2S. 119
10U Ul 34 44 11
"
Z^, mv VU V7U V3J 4.7 19 IM HI IU 13 UJ 163 14.7 114 VI 7.7 34 4U IU
ill V62UU W7 WJ WJ 7U V3U VIU OJ 711 UJ 3UI 44.7 3SJ 261) UU
I0J 63 13 3U 3J
Hu vajUU WJ IUUI WJ WU 61 V2J 44.1 73J 43J 3J 4V.7 36.1 233 IU U 4 7.1 3.4 1.7
\7% WUUU I0U.1 lUU WJ 74 3. 10 44.1 733 613 54.1 47.V 343 234 UJ 1.1 6J 611 34 13
137 llOTUU W4 WJ 71
34 V4.V VU.7 44U 717 63J) 4UJ 443 34J 24U 110 .1 74 3J 31 IJ
76
Table B 1 6. 1 33 Ipi laser dot original data
*LU 6K w n 47 M M W 741 46 M 46 3* jg 19 4 1 2 1
IJU IUUU WJ WJ WJ 7J 64 1U 44.1 73.7 67J 413 303 IU 264 144 11 1 74 14 Uj
I4U 2IUI W4 W. WU 6V 3J 1.7 MJ 761 4U 63.V 313 391 271 M4 a.7 1 71 3.1 UJ
1.71 3UUU WJ W.V W.I W.4 7J 3J) 467 7U 70.7 4SJ) 311 4UJ 2L 16U lou VJ 7. 3.4 UJ
I4U 4UUU IUUU 1UUJ WJ W.4 7U vu MJ 73J 6J.V MU 31.7 394 27.1 14.9 1 U 6V 3J UJ
I.7U 3UUU W4 IUUU W.6 W.4 WJ W.V 6V nj 4*3 619 31.7 393 27J 143 VU VU 70 3.7 UJ
14V 6IUU W6 W4 WJ W.4 74 V3J 13 Wl OU 4UJ 674 6IU U 21.7 IU Ml 146 4J UJ
14V 7UUU W4 W4 W-7 WU 7.1 WJ V10 nj DJ 774 626 34.7 414 161 133 . IV 11 Ul
1.77 I1U) W4 W.6 W.I WJ 74 3.4 10 61 04 773 MJ 34J 4IJI 133 111 19 7.V 14 01
146 yjui WJ W.4 WU WU 7.1 WJ 114 M.7 77J 74J 603 303 aui UJ KU 7.4 67 13 Ul
1.70 IUUU WJ WJ W.I WJ V7J WJ 1.1 Ml 7U 74.7 JJ 304 H7 127 HL3 7J 6J 24 01
142 I1UUU W.4 WJ WJ) w.1 64 WJ WJ DJ 764 743 3U 47.1 H4 OU MU) 7J U IU Ul
I4 I2IU1 W4 WJ Wl W.4 74 WJ 1.4 MJ 713 73U 61.1 49.1 344 114 KU 74 63 U 01
147 I4IUI WJ W.4 WJ 7J V6J 14 D4 77.7 70U 611 3IJ 1*4 vs 111 4 9U 71 17 01
1.73 I33U1 W.7 WJ W.4 W.7 7J W.1 OJ 04 71U 6V3 311 39.9 26J 112 74 7J 34 24 01
1.73 I4UU1 IUUI IUUU IUUI W4 J4 MJ 17J) 7*4 71J) 444 34.1 40U 214 UU 71 64 34 21 (U
147 I7UUI IUUI 100.1 IUUI W.7 WU MJ 47J 71.7 7IU MJ 3IJI 174 I4J 11.7 6* 64 3J 13 UU
144 1VJUU WJ) IUI.I WJ W.4 WJ 11 WJ 77.7 VJ 63J 304 36.7 213 114 61 64 4.V 20 OU
1.74 IVUUU W.V IUUI IULI W.7 W.7 WJ 7J 7U 701 64.7 31.1 373 144 121 7J 63 3U 21 (111
142 IUUI WJ IUUI WJ WJ WJ 3.7 W.I 04 714 414 367 411 27.1 133 7J U 61 26 OU
142 2220U WJ 1UIJ WJ WJ 71 10 04 774 WU 611 300 174 23J 124 64 63 31 20 UU
146 230UU W.V IULI WJ W4 W.1 14 0.7 74* 6U 417 3 J7J MJ 111 63 61 3U 21 UU
1JV 24UOU WJ) 1UIU W.7 WJ WJ 3U MJ 714 67JJ au 4131 343 211 114 61 34 4.7 IJ UU
L76 23IUU WJ IUUI W. W4 W4 64 64 77.1 673 619 49.1 119 2U 111 17 34 44 IJ 00
1.72 26UU WJ IUUI WJ W.7 W.7 W4 119 774 69.7 64.1 304 MB H7 111 7J 7.1 S3 24 oo
L74 270UU W.7 IULI W.V WJ) W.7 W.7 17U 714 10.1 64J 314 hi MJ) HI 74 7.1 33 U 00
1.71 2BUUU I0U.I I00J IULI WJ) WJ W.7 6J 774 6U 617 49JI 37U 213 113 64 6J 3.1 23 UU
1.74 2V2UU W.V IUUI WJ) W.7 WJ W4 *6J 773 4*3 MU 304. nj MU IU) 64 6J 34 23 oo
1.76 302UI WJ IUUI WJ) W.7 W.7 WJ 464 77.7 6U 611 4J 36J) M4 1L9 61 67 3.1 U OU
L4V 3IUUU W. IOOU WJ) W4 WJ W4 HI 717 U 621 49.7 131 212 109 3J) 60 46 IJ UU
13V 322UU WJ W-7 7J 6.1 61 10 0.7 764 MB 43JJ SL2 161 MJ UJ 34 61 44 IJ UU
I.7U 33UIU W4 W4 W.7 7J 7.4 ]J 7J 7. 713 674 313 411 26J M.I 74 7.1 73 27 UU
I.7U 34UUI WJ WJ W.I W4 WU MJ au 0J 716 6.l 341 4IU H7 HO 73 7.1 17 1.1 oo
IJU 33UUU WJ WJ Wl 44 WJ 94 vol 17 741 6J) 33J J> 219 123 7.7 61 34 2 OU
14V 36UUU IUUU W.V W4 VU) WJ 3.1 W.4 1.7 71.7 4L9 3U 3J.7 224 UU 70 69 31 21 UU
1J4 37UI1 WJ WJ Wl WJ WJ 3U van 21 71U 7DJ 364 421 29.7 14.1 101 1 73 14 OU
141 3JUJU W4 W4 WJ 1 7.7 WJ WJ 13. 716 69.7 317 40V 26J 114 61 67 34 1.7 OU
1.71 3VUUI WJ W.7 Wl 44 WU M4 J 04 71J) 67J 314 39-9 214 114 63 61 44 14 OU
Ul 4UUUU Wl WJ WJ 71 V6J IJ OJ 7]J 67U 603 473 H7 BUI 94 60 3U 44 IJ UU
I4U 4HJUU WJ W.I WJ 74 64 13 61 773 673 613 4U 3411 201 94 61 33 44 13 OU
IJ6 421UI WJ 14 V6J 34 MJ) 03 OJ) 734 671 614 49J S7J M.I HL9 63 63 12 IU 00
140 432*1 WJ VJJ) V7J 6 VJJ 10 DJ 761 673 613 44 360 HO 104 3U 11 40 I.I oo
144 44UUU WJ WJ 74 V6J) VJJ) 13 OJ 743 463 61.1 49.1 MJ 224 .7 33 17 44 14 00
144 430UU WJ IUUI WJ WJ WJ WU WJ
7B.7- 6J 6IJ 4U HI 220 KU 67 34 44 L7 UU
143 463U) W.7 W4 W.7 W-7 4.4 64 Ul 77.7 6V.I 3*4 464 ni 721 UJ 7J 64 34 U 00
I.7U 47UUU W4 WJ W.4 W4 WJ 33 463 767 . 661 391 4M 323 ni J) 61 SJ 4.V 21 UU
149 44UUU W4 W4 WJ WJ 7J M4 u 00 710 67J 311 404 271 uu 71 7J 60 21 OU
L73 4VUUU W4 VU) W.1 73 6.7 1.7 7.7 713 70.1 66.1 3L9 su 23J 114 63 63 34 20 OU
L74 jojuu WJ WU 7J 74 61 2J) 64 764 6U 64.1 49.7 UU au 104 6.1 33 43 14 OU
1.73 3HUI WJ WU 7J U) 64 U OJ 717 663 614 47.7 HI 221 nj 61 6J SJ 21 UU
1.70 32UOU WJ VJJ) 74 V7U 61 11 OJ 74.7 67.1 614 464 HI 214 93 33 34 43 13 UU
1.72 33UU) WJ WJ) 7J 6.7 34 10 MJ) no 66U 6IU 460 HI 211 MJ 64 61 4J 13 OU
147 342U) W4 Wl 7J 61 60 11 MJ 74J 63.7 609 414 JU 191 94 33 3J 4. IJ UU
1.72 330UU WJ WJ) WJ VJU 61 VU 6.7 7631 6.l 619 49J) 364 219 UJ 63 19 10 13 au
1.77 leuuu WJ W-7 WJ 7.7 64 11 64 773 6VJ 64J SOU 17.1 24.1 UU 6* 7.1 34 11 ao
1.73 37UUU W4 W4 WJ 74 961 VU 64 74J 674 610 49U H7 HO Ul 61 63 34 23 OU
1.73 3JUJU W4 W4 WJ 74 64 24 0.7 714 66V 634 <4J 34.7 224 KL2 7J 67 34 13 00
143 JVUUU WJ WU V74 6J 60 13 4J 7U 6V4 66.7 304 SL7 25JD UJ 3J 1* 31 1.1 OU
1.73 4UDU0 WJ WU W.I 74 63 VU 64 774 614 644 30J 361 H7 114 6J 63 34 23 UU
14V 61UUU WU WU W.1 74 63 11 OJ) 76J 673 411 410 MJ) 221 I0J 31 33 4.7 1.7 OU
IJU 620UU W- W4 73 V6J 33 1.1 M.7 741 MJ 6IJ 463 324 201 U 12 3J U IJ oo
L3 630UU W4 W.I 73 6 60 1J 0.7 774 66J 63J) 49.1 367 M.I MJ 4* 33 43 I.I UU
140 44UUU WJ WJ) WU 7U 33 HI OJ 764 674 611 4U HO. 224 94 41 33 41 14 UU
L64 6S00U WJ) W.7 VJJ) W4 7.1 W4 63 76J 661 626 4U MJ) 226 93 4J 34 44 14 OU
L43 60JUU WJ WJ WJ W4 6J) 34 D.7 711 661 6L1 461 MU H4 94 34 14 4.1 20 00
141 67UUU WJ WJ WJ W.1 4.7 VU OJ 711 69J 60.1 412 321 ij 14 43 41 43 13 au
L6 6DUUI WJ WJ WJ 74 V6J 24 M4 743 611 3U 444 114 19.1 U 4J 11 43 14 ao
L74 IVUUU ioou WJ Wl VU 7.1 11 61 767 633 Ml 463 113 3DJ U 13 33 43 IJ 00
144 7UUUU WJ W4 WJ 74 63 10 ma 77J 6J 69J) 300 17.1 22* km 3-1 1* 34 21 OU
LTD 71UIU WJ W.7 WJ WJ 7.9 33 WU) 713 UJ MJ 414 HI 2U 94 12 33 4. IJ 00
141 72UUU W. 1004 I0O.I W4 W4 W4 WJ OJ 614 611 461 M3 203 I* 4.7 34 44 14 OU
L6 TSUI W4 Wl WJ 7.7 *7U 17 17.7 79J 0)3 663 4*4 173. 219 B4 14 1* 44 14 au
143 74000 WJ WU WJ 74 63 2.7 60 733 667 6)4 47J IU nu 4 4* 14 44 14
au
147 7300U Wl W.7 V7J 7J WU) 10 M.7 U9 643 121 OJ IU 1*4 17 43 13 44 L7 00
144 73V0U VU) W4 7.7 6J 33 13 MU 717 6U 60.1 443 1L7 nu U 4J 14 4.7 1.7 ao
143 ouoo 64 VJJ 6J) 960 4.7 03 MJ 714 661 622 4*J 414 22* UJ MU U 11 21
ou
146 GUIO WJ) WJ 61 3J 912 0.1 D4 J4J 6JJ 60.7 474 313 224 UJ 124 10 3U 22
au
I4J 64000 W.7 Wl 61 17 43 W.1 ou 714 HI 59J 4711 36.7 2U M4 11.7 Ul 4J 22
uu
14 OUUI WJ 7.7 61 3J WJ W.I D.7 71* 611 31.7 434 H4 203) 14.1 UJ 73 44 21 ao
1.72 6000 WJ W.1 64 3.7 4.1
WJI C4 721 6U 37J) 44.7 MJ 213 UJ) IU 7J 4.7 21 au
146 V40U1 WU WJ) 71 67 33 VU D4 761 669 601 4U 17.7 ZU 123 63 7J 11 13
au
141 VS2U0 W4 W.9 7. 71 31 13 OU 74J 664 603 463 H7 220 111 6* 64 3J
14 ou
144 V62UI IUUI 1004 100J W4 61 IJ MJ) 7*9 434 3J 44J 333 213 ID* 63 61 SJ 21 au
143 VWUI WJ IULI W. WJ 7.1 V1J OJ 717 661 3V4 461 MU 224 10.7 61 61
3U OJ au
143 wuuu WJ IUUI WJ W.I 97U V3U DJ) 763 63.1 319 MU 329 203 9J 44 33
4.7 01 ao
144 1U1UV WJ WJ WU 64 60 1.7 6.1 764) 673 6IU 433 37.1 213 UJ 44 6.1 40 UJ
uu
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Table B17. 150 Ipi laser dot original data
SID rim w w 47 M M W M 7 46 M 46 M M II S 4 1 1
1.47 IUUU W.6 W.I WO 74 V7.U VJJ U.4 761 au 411 4VJ . 77.7 MJ 4 1.1 7U 4U
IJ] 2IUI W.4 W.I V7.7 V6V 64 VII M.7 734 ML] 611 3IJ JV4 24.4 I3J VJ 74 3.7 14
1.77 3UUU WJ IUUU WJ WJ 7. WJ 6V 77.9 704 MJ 317 4IJ 2V.7 UU IOU U 64 3J
141 4UUU W.7 W.I WU WJ 7.4 VJJ D.7 77.1 M.7 M.I 313 J.7 214 MJ 101 UJ 67 34
147 3UUU W. IULI1 WJ WU WJ W.4 7.1 77.1 69J M4 31.7 4IO BJJ MJ IUJ u 67 34
1.71 4IUI W4 W.7 WU WJ Wl W.1 VU 61 HO III 6VJ SUI su 21.1 IU 11J 13.7 4J
143 7UUU WJ W4 WJ) WJ WU W4 1.4 434 793 7U 464 311 M.V 161 111 73 VJ 2
1.72 IU) WJ W.7 W.I VJ.4 WJ W.4 1.1 M.9 7J MJ 63U 313 M.4 144 uu 7.7 VU 3J
144 V3UU WJ W4 WJ WJ 74 WJ WJ DJ 76J 713 6IJ 4V4 40J 114 J 6J 71 1
147 IUUI WJ WJ WJ 73 74 VJ.V WO DJ 76J 720 41.4 47J H7 114 V4 U 71 U
141 IIUU WJ W3 WJ 7J 71 34 W.7 114 M4 703 HI M4 UJ UJ u IU 70 IU
146 IUUI WJ W4 WJ 7.7 7J VU WJ 14 73.* 713 41.1 41.1 H4 UJ 4 61 7J 2J
141 I4IUI WJ WJ WJ 74 71 VJJ cv 7U 70J M.I 313 403 MO KU 4 7J 4J
141 IUUI WJ WJ W4 WJ WU M4 174 794 72V 63.7 M4 411 271 11.7 14 U SJ U
1.71 I6UUU WJ WJ) W4 W.I WJ W4 64 713 7IJ M.4 HI JVJ 261 IU 73 61 SU 12
L4V I7UUU W4 IUUI W.7 WU WJ M.I 64 77.7 70.7 613 a* B.7 23J HI.V 7. 64 4.V 3 1
141 lajuu W.9 IUI1 W4 W.1 Wl 1.7 D4 761 614 6IJ 3tt7 17.1 H7 IUJ 7J 61 11 17
147 noou W.7 IUUI W.7 W.7 WJ 1.7 60 761 Wl 61.1 49.7 17.1 234 111 7J 33 4.V 17
140 2IUU W.7 IUUI WJ W4 W4 V6U J 20 71J 6VJ 3U 444 214 124 74 S3 3.7 21
144 222UI W4 W.7 WJ WJ 7J 14 03 771 71U 621 31U IU HI 120 73 61 SU IJ
146 23UUU W.7 IULU W4 WJ WU 13 BJ 76.7 6J 6U 3UI MJ au UJ 73 64 3.7 23
US 24UUU WJ) IULI Wl W4 W.4 W4 OU 712 67.4 3*4 4U 171 MJ 104 64 34 4J 2U
141 23IUU WJ IUUI W.7 WJ W. M4 0.7 711 69.1 60J 414 36.7 SJ VI 6J 34 4J 14
14V 260UU W.7 I0UU W4 WJ WJ WJ 64 77J 701 613 SOU H4 263 UJ 14 64 SJ IU
141 270UU W.V IULI WJ WJ IUUI MJ nu 773 704 631 SOI JU MJ 113 U U SJ 17
14 2HJUU W.V IULI W.6 WJ W.V W.1 OJ 761 J 61.1 4V4 nj Z3JS 101 74 61 SU 1
I4> 22UU W.7 IULI WJ W.7 W.V MJ 04 76.7 69.1 613 30J ]7J aj UJ 74 U 33 11
1.71 302UU WJ 1UIJ W.7 WJ IULU 63 D4 73J WU 604 4. 37J 24.7 IUJ 7U U 3J 11
143 310UU WJ IULI W4 W4 WJ MU MU 74.9 66J 394 4U H7 216 104 U 34 4. 23
IJ7 T77I1I WJ WJ 7. 6 V6 1U 61 710 6V.7 M4 329 40J SJ 121 14 7J SJ 23
14> 33UUU WU W.4 Wl 7.7 7J MJ 171 10 723 664 M4 41.4 26.7 127 74 61 7J U
1.7V MUD WJ WJ W.1 7.7 7.7 M6 WJ DJ 71J 4KO MJ 40J 27.1 UJ J 74 U 3J
1.73 33UUU WJ W4 WJ W.1 W.7 WU 01 CJ MJ 674 364 HI SJ IUJ J 74 U JO
1.72 36UUU W.I WJ W4 WU WJ 6U W4 IU 71U 434 sov HI 21J IUJ 74 71 34 14
IJ4 37UJU W.7 WJ) W.4 WJ W4 61 04 133 77U 701 314 43J 31.1 13.4 107 1 J 3.7
141 JJUIU W.4 W.7 wy W4 WJ WU W.7 14 74J 47J H7 414 27U 123 7J 63 SU 20
1.77 3VUUU W.7 WJ W.I W4 W4 WJ WJ LI 712 63J MU JVJ SJ 103 7.1 61 34 11
136 40UUU WU WU 74 7J V6J !. M.I 73.7 MU 39.1 43.7 33U 2L7 VJ 61 61 3.1 24
U4 4IUUU WJ WJ Wl 7J 74 WU 134 764 70U 6U4 461 31U lJ . 7U U SU 2J
144 41IUI W4 WJ WJ W4 WJ VU.V M4 761 UU 63.4 4V4 HS O.I 11.7 6 61 3.7 IJ
146 412UU WJ 4 7U 33 WJ V1.7 Ml H7 411 6IJ U 17U H7 IOI 61 JJ 40 11
143 44UUU WU WJ V7J 61 13 IJ M.I 74* 664 60J 467 MJ 213 IOI 7J 31 34 IJ
140 43UUU W4 W.7 W.4 W3 W-7 WJ I7J 714 7DJ 6UJ 47U MJ 220 J U 33 4J 14
143 463UU WJ W.I WJ 73 7J MJ 64 762 47.7 3U M.I nu 214 104 71 6V SJ 11
141 47UUU WJ WU W.1 7.7 7.4 VJJ O* 711 471 314 M3 32J 201 I0J U 61 44 11
I4> 4BUU1 WJ W4 W4 W.1 WJ M4 4 OJ 724 67.1 334 419 I7J HI u 7U SU 12
L71 4VUUU WJ WU 7. 7U 6J 12 61 77.7 71.4 63JJ 3IJ SJ 84 120 u 71 S. 19
L74 300UU W4 WU 74 61 64 17 D3 764 413 423 W.I 161 244 104 67 34 33 14
L.7I 3IUUU WJ W3 74 64 6.1 10 M.V 713 67.1 6IU 464 SJ 219 104 7U 61 4U 2J
1.70 32UUU W.4 W.1 74 7U VU IJ MJ 73U 67U 603 43J D4 214 .7 64 3.7 4J 11
1.71 33UUI WJ WJ 7J VU W.7 1U H7 744 67.1 3. 4U MJ 21.1 M4 6 SJ 4.1 23
1.70 34211 WJ WJ 7J VU 3.7 04 OJ 731 633 311 MJ H7 l4 4 64 41 3J 13
1.71 33UUU W.I WU 71 V7J 67 14 H7 760 H3 627 301 164 221 KU 71 64 3.7 17
1.71 36UU) WU WJ) 74 7.1 64 26 0. 76.1 614 63J 301 36.7 M4 10.7 7.V 64 44 14
14V 370UU WJ WJ V7J V6J WJ 21 O.I 734 67J 6IJ 411 M.7 221 . 7J 61 43 13
1.7] 34UJU WJ W- 74 6J 61 IJ M4 744 67.1 601 474 MJ au IOI 7.1 61 4.1 24
IJ 3VUUU WJ W.I WU 6 64 1.1 61 7U 701 63J 31J 39.7 MJ UU 44 34 1.4 11
146 6UUUU W.I WJ) V7.V V7U WJ 24 04 76* W.7 41J SOU J7J 234 I0J 7.1 60 4J 14
146 6IUUU W.I WU V7J 7.1 WJ 11 MJ 711 411 414 414 MJ 21J IOI 64 3J IJ IV
144 6ZJUU WJ) W4 V7U 61 W.7 VIU OJ 723 63J Jt 43U 321 202 J 33 3.1 13 IJ
U7 63UUU WJ W.4 7J WJ 61 1. O.I 77U 691 624 4U J7U HV 3 60 41 U IU
13* 64UUU WU W.I 74 V6V 61 1.7 MU 713 47U 620 4U M. 21J 17 61 SJ 14 IJ
141 630UU WJ WJ WU V7J 7U IJ H7 MU 633 400 47.1 J34 209 17 U 4. 11 14
143 66UUU W.V W.I W.1 7J 64 09 OJ) 714 66J 601 434 UJ 20J 17 U 4. IJ 16
146 67UUU W.I WJ 7J V6J) 61 1.1 24 724 UJ 37J 4U JOJ) 193 U S4 41 17 11
146 69UUU WU WJ 7.7 7.1 11 04 24 7U 614 37U 414 303 1*1 73 U 4J 2* 24
1.73 6WJUU W4 W.7 WJ 71 74 11 M.7 717 64.1 3J 413 H7 2DJ 14 64 M 2* 20
146 7UUUI WJ W.1 W.1 7U 61 23 DJ 761 69J 613 301 174 221 U 64 34 U 27
144 7IUU0 IU W.7 W4 WJ WJ U 64 719 674 61.7 4*4 333 204 13 S3 SU 11 13
141 7JUUI w* IULI WJ W3 WU 14 Ul 711 67J 3U 46* HI XUI 10 S3 44 13 IJ
147 72VUU WJ WJ W.1 7J 69 11 au 767 69J 614 304 374 223 4 64 SU 17 10
L6] 74UOU WJ WU WU 7U 7.1 20 MJ 743 64.7 601 SOU 333 203 VU SJ SU 10 14
.uu 730UU WJ W.I WJ 7U 6* 1.7 DJ 720 MJ 313 463 314 113 u S3 44 11 14
144 7SVUU WJ W4 7J 67 60 Wl HI 712 611 310 MJ 11.1 17J 11 3.7 11 14 24
142 KSJUU W.7 W.1 7U 6J W.7 1J M4 734 664 393 MJ M.I 221 U.1 UJ KU 10 20
144 DUUU WJ W.1 7.1 6.1 3.7 0,7 OJ 713 63J 37.7 311 413 203 MU 124 J 44 13
147 14UUU W4 WU 13 34 W.1 04 OJ 711 63J 361 SOU 194 D4 113
121 .1 44 IJ
147 OUUU W4 7. 64 31 Wl WLI 117 713 62J M.7 417 J9J 204 IU IIJ U 44 IJ
146 6UUU WJ WJ 61 34 3.1 01
H7 713 6JJ Ml 411 173 134 134 KL6 74 44 1.7
131 4UU1 WJ) WJ 67 63 W.7 14
161 77U 661 374 49J H7 XL* 124 73 61 42 1.7
132
144
V32UU WJ) W.I 74 6J WJ U D4 7U 66J 37.1 4SJ ni 200 UJ 67 61 13 14
6ZUU WJ WJ 64 60 V6I IJ
MJ 744 MJ 364 M. M3 ZLI UJ 7.1 61 411 14
141 vauuu W.7 WJ WJ 7. 61 Wl
04 767 631 364 47U HI 19.7 111 6.1 34 4.1 14
144
146
UUU W4 IULI WJ W4 7.7 MU 64 733 63.1 36J 4U MJ 19.1 .1 61 3.1 U 1.7
lUnjUU WJ) WJ 7.7 64 6.1 17 64 712 676 61.7 411 WJ 20U UU 34 4.7 13 IJ
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Table B 1 8. 200 Ipi laser laser dot original data
SU) ,4a, w w M M M W 79 M 3* 41 3* 1* 1 4 1 2 1
IJ6 IUUU 1UU.U W.7 W4 WU WJ IU BL7 79J 713 MJ 320 JJ 214 MJ U 63 33 19 UU
IJ4 2IUU WJ W.I W4 7.4 6J 1.1 U 773 704 4U 321 40J 274 113 7J 3.1 3.1 IJ UU
1.7V JUUU IULU WJ W.7 W.I W.7 164 WJ 113 M. 47.7 367 41.9 J0J 117 73 U 3.4 I.I UU
1.70 4UUU W. W4 WJ W4 7. WU 7J IVJ 723 Ml H7 4IU HI MJ 74 61 SJ 12 uu
1.71 SOU) IULU W.7 W.7 W.4 W. U WU L7 MU 464 332 41.9 294 UJ 73 67 33 14 uo
IJU 6IUU W.V W4 W.4 WJ WJ VU Wl 7J H7 764 673 371 41.7 IU 104 11 U 14 uu
1.71 7UUI W.V W.4 WJ W4 V7J W4 11 u W.I HI 617 3IJ 36U 117 7J S3 34 11 uu
1.71 IU) W.V W4 WJ W.7 7J 60 VI4 DJ 7U 7U 6U 31.1 MU 144 6J S3 34 11 ou
14V 93UU W.V W.7 WJ W.7 74 WJ V07 DJ 77J WJ wn 474 293 114 61 32 SJ 11 (Ul
L7U IUUU W.V WJ WJ WJ 74 WJ WJ 21 76.7 70.1 SU 444 HI 114 9J SU SU 14 uu
14V I IUUU WJ WJ W.I WJ 7J MJ Wl 1L0 75U 614 SU 4U 27J 114 64 11 11 14 uu
141 IUUU IULI WJ W.I WJ 7J MJ mi 114 73J W.7 S7J 420 HO 11.7 CI SJ SJ IJ oo
14V I4IUU WJ WJ WJ WJ 7J M4 u UJ TU 6SJ 313 411 29J 144 74 61 Si IJ uu
L7U U30U IULI W.I W.7 W.V WJ 60 J 122 MJ 67J SU 41.7 nu 129 60 4J 42 I.I (Ul
L74 I6UUU W3 WJ WJ WU WJ 64 wo 7.7 M.1 6U 334 404 234 114 U 4.1 44 14 uu
1.74 I7UUU IUUI W4 W4 WJ W- W.7 WJ 01 71J 634 314 19.1 MJ UU S3 4J 44 1.7 uu
14V IUUU WJ) W.7 W.7 WJ 73 M.V 7J 711 71J 611 313 374 a* 104 19 4J 4J 11 uu
147 I9UUU 1001 W.V IULI WJ W.I WJ u IU 70.7 613 303 36* MJ MJ U U 4J IJ uu
147 21UUU 1UL2 WJ W.7 WU WJ VU 06 M4 76.7 70.7 6UJ 47J HO 114 12 4.1 44 IJ 00
1.70 Z22U) IULU W.7 W4 WJ WU WJ WU 793 710 MJ 324 3.7 HI 120 13 4J 4J I.I uu
UJ 2JDUI IUUI W3 WJ WJ WJ W.1 WJ 7U 711 610 313 17.1 MJ IU S3 U 4.7 IJ oo
140 14UUU IULI WJ WJ WJ WJ 41 69 77J 704 603 4 364 214 no 4.7 13 13 IJ uu
L46 aiuu I0UJ IUUI W3 W4 WJ 14 64 MJ TOO 623 WJ 134 221 4 4.7 17 14 1.1 00
L46 260UU IULI WJ WJ WJ WJ W.1 W.I 7J 722 61U 907 99U 291 IL7 94 42 4U 1.1 oo
147 270UI W. WJ W.7 W4 WJ W.I OJ 774 703 611 314 H9 au IU 34 4.7 4J 22 ao
146 UUUJ IULU W.V W.9 WJ WJ M.7 60 774 TOO 6IJ 49J HI HI no 11 4J IJ 1.7 uu
143 292UU 10DJ W.V W.9 WJ W.4 WJ 61 77J 6*3 620 904 H HI nj 17 41 4J 1.7 uo
14V J4J3UU IULI W.V W. W4 WJ 61 64 77J 703 622 303 164 HO VJ 19 44 ]. IJ au
141 1I0UU IUUU WJ W.7 W4 WJ M4 MJ 733 67.7 3J 47.7 M4 a.7 1 10 33 17 IU uu
141 T77III W4 WU W4 7J 67 M.1 6.7 79.1 721 MJ 323 JV4 M.7 IU su U 11 IJ ou
uv 33UUU IUUI WJ WJ W-7 73 WJ au IU 713 6U 914 404 H7 124 14 43 7U 2U uu
141 MUUU 1000 W. W4 W3 WJ WJ 01 C4 714 664 913 39.7 MJ IU 67 14 14 20 uu
142 130UU IUUJ W.7 W4 W.I W4 67 IJ OU HI 620 324 3611 nu 10.7 6J 4J 44 14 uu
1.70 MUUU IUIJ W3 WJ W.I W-7 7.1 01 HI 7JJ 6IJ SOI H7 21U H7 U 3J 41 I.I 00
IJ] J7UUU IUUI W.V W.7 W.4 WJ 74 13 6J 02 71J 601 460 HI M3 61 SJ 11 21 au
1.72 JJUUU WJ W4 W4 W3 WJ WJ 01 DJ 761 67J 37J 4IJ 264 114 34 SJ 33 1.7 00
1.71 jyuuu W. WJ W.4 WU WJ VU 04 OJ 74.1 6U as jy.i 214 MU 41 17 4J 07 ao
146 4UUUU W. W- WU WJ 74 33 69 774 704 3*U 47J HI HI J 9J 17 4J 14 ou
143 4HJUU W4 WJ WJ W.1 7U M.I 64 77J 69.7 374 47U 314 19.7 *J 10 4.1 44 ov oo
1J3 411UU WU W4 7J M4 W.7 17 BJ 79U 703 6IJ S2U JU 223 IU 4U 34 1* IJ ou
L6U 4320U W.7 WJ WJ VU WJ 34 64 773 71J 603 SU J7J 222 9J 4.9 4.1 34 IJ au
144 44UUU W4 W.I WJ 964 61 3U 34 77J 614 SJ 41U H 221 H7 43 41 14 14 au
143 43UUU W3 WJ WJ W4 14 71 0.7 W.7 717 SJ 47.7 MJ HI ni 43 4.1 3.4 0V
ou
146 463UU W4 WJ W4 73 7J W4 W.I 714 701 361 412 H7 203 M4 61 U 4J 14 au
L73 470UU W4 W-V WJ 7J 7U MJ tl2 773 611 MJ 4U 11.7 193 I0J 4.7 4.7 U IJ
au
L73 4JUUU WJ WJ W3 WJ 73 W.7 WJ as 711 634 310 414 36-4 113 94 4.7 1* U au
146 49UUU IUIJ WJ W4 7J 7J MJ u 04 713 MJ) H7 393 M.1 UU 61 44 U 13
ao
L77 30UUU W. W.4 WJ 7.1 961 W-7 6.7 TU TU 614 3L4 17J a.7 KU 4.7 u 14 IJ ao
1.74 31UU W.7 WJ WJ 67 62 OJ OJ 173 612 39J 47.7 MU 20* UU 4.7 41 40 IJ 00
L73 32UUU WJ WJ WJ 64 W.1 20 MV 762 674 37J 464 H7 202 93 U 17
19 1.1 au
L73 330UU W.7 WU 73 62 WJ 9IJ M.7 712 674 37J 44JJ as 209 MJ 41 4U u
IJ uu
L74 542UU WJ WU WU 64 WJ 914 M.1 743 46JJ 393 4U 313 I9J 4 4.7 42 17 IJ
ou
L72 33UU) WJ W.I WJ 7.1 64 U tlA 711 704 614 SU HI 220 MJ 9J U
14 M au
LM 36UUU WJ W3 WJ 63 61 23 ao 714 704 6U SUI HI a* 104 11 U
17 IJ au
L71 37UUU W.7 WU WJ 63 61 VU H7 761 614 993 4U M.7 nj U4 13 4.1
14 IJ 00
1.74 MUUU W.7 WU WJ 64 WJ 11 DJ 761 614 H7 47J nj 20J MJ 43 44
4J 11 ou
144 3WJU W.7 W.1 WJ 74 969 MJ WJ SL7 711 61J SIS 193 214 KU 43 14
2* 03 au
1.72 6UUUU WJ W- WJ 7U 61 912 7.1 773 704 6L.7 SU H4 SJ MJ 12
4.7 U IJ au
1.71 61UUU WJ WJ WJ 67 61 14 U nj 694 3*4 W.I H6 204 3 U
4.1 14 IJ ou
L71 62UU WJ WJ 7.7 6.1 WU U OU MJ 6U 37U 417 IU 194 U 4J
3J u 0.7 00
142 63UUU W. WJ WJ 17 U 23 63 7J 71.1 61U SOLI 161 HI VJ
17 U 24 04 ao
143 MUUU W4 W7 WJ VU 961 U U 77U 69J 9J WU MJ 200
1* 44 11 17 03 au
146 6SUUU W4 W* W4 64 960 91U 64 7U 67J H7 464 120 l*.l 9.1
u 14 11 IJ 00
143
L49
66UUU W.7 WJ W4 61 961 23 MJ 744 613 MJ 423 no I7J 93 44 U
11 L7 ao
67UUU W4 W.I WJ 64 911 13 H7 727 612 327 4LI au 17.1 *U
44 11 27 U 00
L7I
1.71
14*
L70
I4
1.70
147
L70
69UUU W4 W3 WJ 6,7 16.1 13 H7 711 64U SU 19.1 27J 144 13 U U
2* IJ 00
69UUU
70U00
WJ W4 WU 73 7.1 MU 17.1 772 MJ SU 423 303 114 *J 4J 13 12 U
00
WJ W3 W4 97J 96.7 13 BJ 7*4 714 610 92.7 H7 2L3 *J 44 17 13 IJ
00
7IOUU WJ WJ WS 74 97U M.7 LI 711 704 6IJ 414 314 lJ 14 4J
19 10 I.I ao
720UU
729UU
74UU1
10DU WJ 1001 W.1 W.1 WJ I7J Tu 703 60J 46.7 SJ lis 14 4.1 13 IU 07
ou
W.7 WJ W4 7J 7U MJ W4 rn 714 623 3L7 17J 212 13 U U u U
ao
W4 WJ WJ 7.1 64 10 17U 77J 704 614 47J M4 UJ 14 4.7 u u IJ
ao
73000 WJ WJ WJ 7U 64 24 03 T3J 674 H7 423 H7 173 73
40 11 13 13 ao
L70
146
141
141
141
L7I
147
141
147
I4
I4>
1.70
73VUI
eouu
DUUU
MUUU
DUUU
60UU
9J4UJU
92UO
62UO
WUU)
WUU)
10VUUU
WJ W.7 WJ U 17 13 HI MJ 6U 364 401 H7 174 U 4J
14 u IJ oo
WJ W.1 73 964 WJ 14 74 714 613 37.7 417 41U 2U UJ
n* 7.7 14 IJ au
WJ WJ 74 VU) 99J 921 60 764 67U M.7 464 3 2U uu ni
64 14 14 ao
WJ WJ 7J 60 1.1 14 OJ 753 619 324 413 HI UJ 124 *j
60 U IJ ou
WJ WJ 74 W.7 WJ 06 M.1 743 64.1 313 41.7 34J 204 123 3
4U U IJ ao
WJ W.7 97J U MJ 04 OJ 714 IU 4*1 4IJ 164 1*3 IU .1
10 10 12 ao
WJ WJ 73 VU W.7 927 67 714 6U MJ 47J HI 1*4 UU 11
44 u IJ 00
WJ W4 73 61 W4 24 64 711 613 302 44J IU 161 93 13
4J 1* IJ 00
WJ WJ U VU 62 91U 61 773 694 W.I 410 H3 H7 94 9.1 44
13 14 ao
I0OO WJ WJ W.1 61 14 69 7U 617 S0J 493 M* I7J 13 14 12
12 IJ 00
IULI W4 WJ W4 73 MJ LI 79J 6U 314 411 361 174 14 U 13
23 IJ uu
W.7 W.I W.7 7U 64 MJ LI 02 M.7 MJ 4UI 333 173 93 17
23 IU IJ uu
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Table i contact dot original data
UU) , .
'
w w 7 6 n W W 7 M 34) 41 M M ii s 4
3 1
3J
1.4V IUUU IUUU 44 WJ WJ W.V WJ au au.) 710 61] 31.4 4U.4 H7 IU VJ 7U
3J
IJ2 2IUU IULU WJ WJ WV WJ 4J 17.7 79.1 7U4 61.4 31J W.7 27.4 14.7 7.7 4J
34 111
143 Juuu IULU W.4 WJ W.I W.4 V9J M.7 UJ 72J 41.1 33.1 41.4 30-1 UJ 7J U
3.7 l.v
IJ2 4UUU IULU W.4 WJ) WU WJ WV I7J 7VJ 71.7 614 say 41.1 27J 144 74 4.7
3.7 1J
IJ
IJ
143 SUUU IULU WJ WJ WJ W.U W.4 4 auj TU 6IJ 33.1 4UJ H4 I3J 74 4J
Jl
143 6IUU IUUI W6 W4 WJ W.I 67 V2J BJ DJ WJ 37.7 4SO JU I6U 11 SJ
JJ
149 7UUU IULU W.7 W.7 WJ WU 67 11 nu 14 664 SU 413 29J U.4 73 SJ
JJ IJ
141 IIUU IULU W.7 WJ W4 WJ 6.4 11 u 79.7 661 312 411 2U MJ 7.1 44
J4 14
1J7 V30U IULU WJ W.7 W.4 WU V6JJ 1.1 OS 714 MJ 312 J94 27J UJ 64 4J
17 14
US IUJUU IULU WJ WJ WJ WJ W.4 yuj Ml 774 624 904 17.7 H 114 U 4.1
IM IJ
141 IIUU) IUUU WJ W4 WJ WU WJ 04 Hf 77J 6IJ 3IJ JJ J6J 124 64 4U
Jl 14
UV IUUI IUUU WJ W.7 WJ W.V WJ IU H7 TU 6U 302 HI 233 129 U 4.4
1.4 14
I4U MIUU 100.0 WJ W4 W.4 WJ W.7 W.I HO MJ 69J H7 4IJ 29J UJ 14 33 44
IJ
141 I33UU IUUI WJ WJ W4 WJ V6U 04 H7 TU 63U 314 U ns 119 U 44 11
14
140 I6UUU IUUI W.V W4 WJ W.7 W4 WJ 14 MO 613 324 JJ Ha 111 61 4U J.I
IJ
I4U I7UUU IULU WJ WJ WJ W.7 W.I BJ l.l no 62J 301 173 H3 117 U 40 IJ
IJ
1.43 I1UUU IUUI W4 W4 W.I W.4 WJ BJ 7J 713 61.1 LV 36U M4 HI 34 34 U
IU
L94 IWUU IULU W.7 W.4 WJ WJ M.1 173 7.7 71.7 60J 4U 36U H4 111 60 4.1 3.1
l.l
Ul IIUU IULU W6 W.7 W.4 WU 64 914 SU TU 67J 9U 404 aj 13.4 U 4J 11
14
m 777111 IULU WJ WJ W4 W4 WS W4 23 Ms 69J 324 <L 273 M.7 63 4J
1.4 UJ
U7 7JUUU IULU WS WJ W4 W.7 WJ W.I 17 724 611 3IU BJ 264 124 60 31 17
IU
U3 24UUU IUUI WJ WJ W.4 W.7 WJ BJ 7. 714 6IJ 41 371 as 117 33 JJ
U 1.1
L4 BIU) IUUI WJ W4 W.1 W4 M.7 nj IU Wl 99.7 47J H3 aj nu U JJ IS
01
UO 26UUI IUUI WJ W.7 W.I WJ WU BJ 02 711 613 301 MA H4 117 60 4.1
11 IJ
49 270UU IUUU W.V W4 W.I WJ WJ BJ 794 701 601 4J 364 a.4 117 60
4U 12 IJ
141 28UUU IUUI WJ WJ W.7 W.1 Wl I7J H7 701 J 414 33U au UU 31 J.7
19 1.4
141 2V2UU IUUI W.7 W4 VU WJ M4 174 7*1 704 OOJ 417 UJ H7 UJ 34
JJ 23 14
U4 302U) IUUI W.7 W4 W.I Wl M.1 172 TU MJ 3*1 474 H7 2U UU SJ
17 14 l.l
147 IIUU IULU W4 WJ W-7 7. W.7 64 714 1 SU 47U HI 221 .7 43
JU IS U7
Ul 322UU IULU W.I W4 WJ WJ V6V IJ MV 774 M4 M.1 41.1 274 114 34
11 2U Ol
L41 330UU IULU IULU W.7 WJ WJ WJ WJ IJ TU 64.7 313 HI 8.7 I2J U
31 41 11
IJ3 34UUU IUUI WJ W4 WJ WJ WJ WJ 1.7 711 M4 3IU 173 aj 11.7
60 4.7 JU IJ
IJ
07
IJ
IJ
UJ
UJ
UJ
IJ
U4
U4
IJ
IJ
IU
IJ
IJ
UJ
142 330UJ IULU IUUJ IUUI IULI WU W.7 BJ 7V4 696 SJ 4SJ DJ H4 UO
60 4J JU
14] 36UUU 100U WJ WJ WJ WJ MJ I7J 77.7 67J 961 41V MJ 201 IU
4J 34 13
Ul J7UUU IOU.U WJ WJ WJ WJ 6 14 OJ 711 MJ SU 43J 30.4 161
7.7 SJ J4
17
Ul 3MJUU 1000 WJ W.7 W.4 WJ 61 04 OU 744 66.1 913 L2 aj
I3U U 4.1
140 39UUU IULU WJ W.7 WJ wo VU W4 DJ 714 63J 30J 37U HI
11.7 SU 33 11
13
IJU 4UUUU IUUU IULI IUUI WJ WV WJ BJ
IU 714 IOV 444 M4 223 IUJ SJ 3.7
1J3
UO
IJ6
Ul
U2
146
Ml
m
14U
UJ
4IUUU IUUI WS WJ W.I WJ M4 7J 79U 69J 910 49J 321 206 IUJ
4J 34 14
421UU IUUU W.4 WJ WJ WJ WJ W.4 DJ MJ 63J D.7 40J 274 MJ
64 44 U
U
13
JJ
3J
32
34
23
17
4320U IULU WJ W4 WU WJ W.V WJ 11 713 613 Sl.l H7 264 126
SJ JJ
44UUU IUUI IULO W.7 WJ W.7 WU BJ 07 7IU 6IJ U 363 M.4 114
3.7 3J
49UUU IULU WJ WJ W.7 W.1 W.7 Bl 79.7 709 60J 47.7 MJ MU UJ
JJ 4U
463UU IULU WJ W4 W.4 W-7 MJ nu TU 614 37U M4 33J 22J
U.I 33 4.1
47UUU IULU WJ WJ WJ WJ M.4 61 77.7 MJ 37J 45J SO 2U4
IU 31 U
4JUJU IUUU WS W4 WJ WU 64 1.1 OJ TU W.I 36J 414 29J
MJ 63 4J
4"444| IULO WJ WJ W.I W4 WJ H OJ 713 693 324 401
H4 11.4 67 4J
souuu IUUU WJ WJ WJ WJ M4 OS u TU 6U WJ 37J 2U
HI SJ 4U
U4
U
U9
U7
IJ
U7
141
149
142
136
142
U7
U3
3IUUU
S20UU
SJUOU
942UU
99UUU
96UUU
S70U)
sauuu
svuuu
60UUU
6IUUU
62UUU
61UIU
MUUU
690U0
MUUU
670UU
MUUU
6VUUU
70UU
7I0UU
720UU
TSUI
74UUU
730UU
IULO WJ WJ WU W-7 WJ 17J 79.7 714 6LI 46J MJ ai UU
34 13 JU IU
OJ
07
IJ
IJ
14
IS
14
IJ
IJ
IJ
UJ
Ol
UJ
IULU WJ WJ WJ W.1 W.7 64 79U TU 603 434 DJ 724 IUJ
46 3J 21
19
23
3.1
IV
17
JU
33
13
17
24
21
17
IULU WJ WU W.7 WJ MU 64 T9U TU 6UJ 47J D4 HI UJ
4J 40
IULO
IUUU
IULU
IUUU
IULU
IUUI
IULU
IULU
IULU
IULU
IULU
IUUI
IUUI
IUUI
IUUI
IULU
IULO
IUUI
IUUI
IUUI
IUUU
raoo
W4
WJ
WJ
W4
WJ
W.7
WJ
W.4
WJ
W4
Wl
WJ
W.I
WJ
WU
W-V
W4
W.I
WU
W.I
WJ
WJ
WJ
WV
WJ
W-V
14
W.4
WJ
WJ
WJ
WJ
W.7
WU
W.1
WJ
WU
7J
WU
WJ
WU
W.1
WJ
WJ
3J
WU
WU
M.7
MJ
VU
M.7
M4
MJ
WJ
WJ
OJ
BJ
B4
74
61
VU
I7J
au>
67
WJ
BJ
773
M
IJ
BJ
79J
MJ
OJ
01
711
DJ
09
19.7
713
712
713
713
77J
TU
723
71.7
TJJ
724
313
41J
61J
6IJ
614
MJ
MU
612
607
661
6U
4U
J
4VJ
4U
464
U.7
304
WJ
47.1
HI
H7
JU
HO
JU
J74
33J
413
HI
HI
MJ
19J
174
H7
au
26J
SJ
UJ
214
26J
MU
223
264
BJ
104
UJ
123
UU
122
UJ
U4
IIS
114
117
121
43
U
33
61
60
7.1
U
34
SJ
S3
SJ
4.1
4J
4.1
44
4U
3.4
44
4J
IJ
14
14
149
IJ3
Ma
uo
Ml
W4
W4
W.I
W4
WJ
W4
W4
W.7
WS
W3
WJ
W-7
WS
WJ
W.I
WJ
WJ
WJ
w.1
WJ
W4
W.1
.
WJ
WJ
M4
7.1
60
60
OJ
43
HT
T71
774
770
794
7U
M.7
474
67.1
711
6IJ
60.1
SVJ
314
604
WJ
474
433
434
474
BJ
M.7
DJ
1IU
310
214
214
a.i
a.i
nj
114
KU
KL6
H
114
SJ
3J
U
44
u
IV
u
11
u
40
13
11
IU
19
24
UJ
14
OJ
1.4
IU
143
W4 W.1 44 WJ WJ UJ TU 613 SU 371 B4 UU 64
4J 31 IJ
U
U7
U9
U2
141
Ul
W.7
W.I
W4
W4
WJ
WJ
WJ
W4
WJ
WU
WJ
WJ
WJ
W4
W.7
WJ
WJ
W.7
W.7
WJ
WU
M4
WJ
WJ
WU
73
I7J
WJ
WJ
17J
00
794
DO
794
H7
7X7
710
744
TU
H7
6IJ
61U
614
6IJ
H7
47J
464
SU
474
444
33J
MJ
17J
M4
304
HI
au
B.I
SJ
201
UJ
104
114
MS
11.7
34
4J
34
SU
34
12
23
13
14
13
22
10
14
14
23
04
OJ
0
Ul
13
U4
Ul
739U)
2UUU
IUUI
IUUI
10OU
IUUI
IUUI
IULO
IULU
IUUU
IUUI
IUUI
IULU
IUUU
WJ
WJ
WJ
W.7
W4
W4
WJ
WJ
W.I
WJ
W.7
W.I
WJ
Wl
WJ
WJ
W.I
WJ
Wl
W4
W.I
W.I
WJ
WJ
WJ
WJ
W4
WU
W.I
WJ
MJ
WJ
MJ
U
WJ
nj
77J
BJ
TU
W4
717
6*1
SU
624
600
444
SU
49.1
HI
SU
364
lJ
a.i
MJ
MJ
MS
U.I
SJ
6
U
U
74
72
3U
43
44
1.1
10
14
IJ7
Ul
U4
149
141
U7
Ul
UO
141
141
JUUU
MUUU
SOU)
MUUU
MUUU
992UU
62U)
wuuu
wuuu
luruuu
W4
WS
WJ
W4
WJ
WJ
W.7
WU
WJ
W4
73
Wl
WJ
W.7
WU
7J
WJ
WJ
3J
WJ
W4
W4
MJ
W.7
MJ
MJ
M.
61
04
OJ
73
64
OJ
174
74
174
TU
76*
TU
04
773
164
79J
793
13
671
674
463
711
MJ
664
7IJ
613
710
SU
374
S6J
629
614
314
0O.7
S4
627
464
43J
434
314
303
47U
903
414
31.1
M4
113
MU
4U
374
334
361
HI
391
ai
as
aj
ai
BJ
BJ
BJ
as
au
113
129
114
UJ
111
124
UU
111
UJ
U
u
74
U
11
7.7
7J
63
6V
7U
64
61
7J
64
3.7
3.7
SU
41
4U
4J
34
4J
34
4.1
U
u
3U
1.1
OS
OJ
13
IJ
14
US
IU
01
80
Table B20 . 19im and 25iMm Velvet Screen original data
SIU **M ii M M M M M 1*
1.73 IUUU 24 VJ 11.4 461 712 WJ 7J
1.63 IIUU UJ 7.V IU 424 66J M4 MU
14V JUUU OJ 7.0 114 410 MJ D.7 5.1
1.44 4UUU IU 61 IU HO 63J 7*1 1.7
IJ7 SUUU IJ 7.4 174 411 66J OJ WJ
14] 61UU UJ 74 IVJ 42J M4 64 WJ
142 7UUU OJ 7.7 lJ 429 67J DJ VU
146 aiuu IJ 74 17.9 J9J 664 MJ 9U
141 V34JU IU 7.1 IU 17J 43.4 D4 WJ
Ul IUUU 07 U 119 M.7 60V l.l HI
U IIUU U7 67 IU 364 607 IU U
143 I2IUI 04 6J I7J HI 61.1 14 21
I4J I4IUU IJ 7.1 IU 19.7 6SU M4 MJ
141 I33UU 0.4 6U 160 nu 63J Ml MU
141 I6IJUU OJ 14 UJ MJ 627 HI U
142 I7UUI 04 SJ MJ DJ 614 UJ U
1J laouu 04 12 14.1 HI 603 02 14
IJU IVUUU OJ SJ M.7 124 sy.i 194 IJ
146 2IUUU 04 u 174 40J 610 H7 9U
L43 222UU OJ SJ UJ HI 61J D4 MJ
149 23ULU 04 4.7 MJ S4 61J DO H7
1J7 24UUU OJ 4J UJ 1IU SU 79J 1.7
US B1UU -OJ 4J I2J HO 334 T7J 1.1
IJ3 260UU 07 44 U.4 HI SU 02 H7
Ul 27UU 04 4.7 114 29J 374 710 904
14] 33JUUU OJ 3.1 113 1IU 374 794 *IJ
141 2V2UU tt7 SJ M.7 114 37J T94 91J
146 3U2UU OJ SJ 134 J04 SU 79.7 10
I4U IIUU OJ 4J UJ 23J MJ 77J 904
1J7 J22UU 11 60 H7 M4 629 OU 924
Ul 33UUU 17 64 UJ 11.7 99J 1.7 24
141 34UUI 1.1 7.7 U. 30J H DU HI
IJU 33UUU IU U 123 21U WU 794 WJ
146 MUUU 24 61 114 IU 47J 73.1 WJ
1.72 37UUU 12 6V 167 37.7 69.4 60 H7
14> Jauuu 13 U MJ DJ 60S DJ 93J
1.7] 3VUUU IJ u M.V HI SU DJ 91.7
141 40UUU U 64 MJ HI 304 H VU
144 41UUU U 6.3 U4 MJ L6 TU LI
142 42IUU 2U 4.1 IOJ JIJJ 621 I.T 112
142 432UU M SU IIJ au 994 Ol 29
144 44UUU IJ 4.7 11.1 261 MJ TU 16
149 43UUU 14 S3 121 HI MJ OJ
149 463UU 11 SJ UJ B.4 30.7 14 913
146 47UUU 23 u 114 B.0 90.7 79.4 914
14a 4HJUU 17 u 117 124 619 DJ H
L72 WUUU 24 64 111 303 601 04 13
L7I SUUU 22 34 12* 304 IU 710 9JU
14 3 IUUU 13 34 124 2U 122 71* B4
I4 32UUU IJ 3.1 113 a.7 SOJ 733 BJ
146 S30UU 21 SJ 11.7 27.7 SOJ 711 WJ
141 S420U 24 11 KL7 BJ LI 71.1 B4
141 39UUU 14 u 123 294 974 79U 14
IJV 96UUI 24 9.4 113 294 97J TU 909
141 37UUU 3J 3.9 126 2VJ M4 TU 9IU
1.70 SUM) 12 34 12.7 294 DJ T3J 1)4
IJV SVUUU 11 su 114 31.7 610 OS M4
1.74 6UUUU 20 34 120 2*4 374 710 00
I4B 6IUUU IJ 4.7 IU a.4 MJ T7J 901
14.1 62UUU l. SJ 107 ai SU MJ WS
142 6JUUU -UJ 24 U as H7 HOT 927
14U 64JUUU UJ 3U J a.7 37.7 T9U 914
141 690UU 04 14 4 264 D4 T9J WJ
149 66UUU 0.7 14 . 26J 3IU 714 au
141 67UUU Ol 10 4 B.I 464 71U nu
14] MUUU OJ 13 104 au U 693 ni
1.74 WUUU OJ 1.7 S 264 414 MJ 904
141 7UMJ 04 IJ .7 713 914 T9J 10
144 T1UU 03 19 4 264 93J 77J IJ
Ul 72UUI 411 24 u M4 31.7 TU IJ
141 TSUI 04 14 J BJ 964 794 9U
141 74UUU OJ U J H7 M4 HI IU
140 790UI 01 27 9U MJ 4U H7 04
142 79VUU OJ IJ 94 su 460 ?V.7 B.I
uv 2UUU M S3 IU S4 97.1 794 VU
141 JUUU U.7 4.9 94 219 924 713 WJ
U MUUU 04 4U 94 234 SU 74.1 9X3
140 SOU! OJ 41 9J US 494 71J
OS
146 MUUU OJ 4U 17 BJ ml 70.7 OJ
IJ6 MUUU IU 42 U I9J MJ 4 BJ
IJV V92U) 04 IJ 4 193 M.7 MJ u
146 V62UU l.l 14 74 I6J 164 613 794
141 WUUU 24 44 73 13.7 47.1 717
n.i
1.4V WUU UJ 12 U M.7 47U MJ nu
IJ9 IUOUJU 04 U 44 MJ 901 77U MS
Table B21 . 300 Ipi contact dot original data
uu M
uo 67.1
IJ] 43U
146 47J
IJ2 47.1
141 M.V
146 73J
143 723
142 70S
IJ7 674
IJ6 6U
14] 69J
I4U 61V
141 6V.7
141 M.7
142 66V
I4U 444
143 611
IJ9 6IU
IJV 6V.7
Ul MJ
Ul 664
IJ4 MJ
14V 61.7
UO 69.4
141 6U
141 6IJ
141 6IU
IJ4 60.1
141 37J
IJ2 MJ
141 6U
Ul 620
144 3I.T
144 47.4
ua 713
IJ6 6U
IJ 60J
UO D.7
IJ4 31.1
Ul 67J
IJ6 6JJ
Ul 9J
Ul 360
147 32U
147 SU
IJV WU
142 617
142 3J
U3 DJ
IJ* 59J
IJ6 M4
IJ7 DJ
IJ* 61.1
1J7 S6
142 3B4
144 364
143 WJ
IJ6 6UJ
142 SU
IJ7 3U
Ul MJ
149 604
Ul 94.1
14a HI
Ul 4U
14V 49J
142 324
Ul 610
IJ7 SU
140 HI
Ul MJ
UO HO
U2 MJ
1J4 309
IJ4 as
ua D3
Ul 914
IJ3 SOU
146 HI
141 SU
ua 303
IJ] 461
uo S33
141 90V
I4 S7J
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Appendix C
82
Appendix C
Appendix C contains graphs which plot the change in printed dot sizes over
the course of the printing press run. Each graph plots a particular screen rul
ing printed at a particular range of solid ink densities. The range ofSID each
uses is included in the tiltle of the graph for easy reference. Some graphs con
tain only a few points and most do not span the entire length of the press run.
The graphs are intended to give the reader an idea of the rate ofwear of the
Silverlith image, rather than to define exactly how muchwearwill occur after
a certain number of impressions. These are the results from a single testing of
the plate under certain conditions and cannot project the degree of dot loss
other printers will experience.
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Change in Printed 85 Ipi Laser Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.50-1.53
c
a
o
1>
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100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
25000
Figure CI.
Table CI. Data for Figure CI
50000
Impressions
75000 100000
SID 1.50 1.53 1.53
Impressions 1000 32200 99000 loss
95 94.9 96.2 94.0 0.9
90 90.5 92.6 89.0 1.5
80 82.8 83.0 81.0 1.8
70 73.1 73.8 72.0 1.1
60 63.8 66.9 62.1 1.7
50 59.5 63.0 58.1 1.4
40 48.9 49.0 47.9 1.0
30 36.9 35.5 34.5 2.4
20 26.9 23.9 23.6 3.3
10 13.4 12.0 11.8 1.7
5 10.1 8.3 8.1 2.0
4 7.8 7.3 6.8 1.0
3 7.1 7.7 6.0 1.2
2 4.5 3.7 3.4 1.1
1 2.0 1.1 1.5 0.5
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Change In Printed 85 Ipi LaserDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.62-1.63
100.0
90.0
80.0
a
0)
Li
<
70.0
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o
a 50.0
c
0.
40.0
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20.0
10.0
0.0
25000
Figure C2.
Table C2. Data for Figure C2
50000
Impressions
75000
SID 1.62 1.63 1.62 1.62
Impressions 2100 45000 64000 95200 loss
95 95.1 98.4 95.8 94.7 0.4
90 91.4 93.9 91.8 90.9 0.4
80 82.8 85.1 84.7 82.4 0.4
70 74.9 75.5 74.2 73.0 1.8
60 65.4 64.6 66.4 63.9 1.5
50 60.8 60.5 64.2 58.3 2.5
40 51.9 47.7 48.7 50.3 1.6
30 39.7 35.1 35.4 36.5 3.3
20 26.6 24.3 23.9 24.7 1.8
10 13.3 12.1 11.9 12.4 0.9
5 10.2 7.7 8.0 9.2 1.0
4 8.2 7.1 7.2 7.7 0.6
3 7.2 5.8 6.0 2.7 4.5
2 4.8 3.6 3.6 4.0 0.8
1 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.0 0.7
100000
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Change In Printed 85 Ipi LaserDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.69-1.72
100.0
90.0
80.0
4)
<
70.0
60.0
'S
a 50.0
0) 40.0
ft. 30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
Figure C3.
Table C3.
-- &r
25000 50000
Impressions
Data for Figure C3
75000 100000
SID 1.69 1.69 1.71 1.72
Impressions 5000 51000 68000 86000 loss
95 98.8 95.7 96.4 94.3 4.5
90 95.2 91.5 92.4 88.9 6.3
80 85.2 84.4 84.8 81.6 3.5
70 73.4 72.6 72.2 71.4 2.0
60 65.9 64.5 63.2 62.0 4.0
50 60.1 61.2 60.0 58.1 2.0
40 50.2 46.8 46.1 44.0 6.2
30 38.3 33.5 33.6 32.0 6.3
20 28.0 22.7 22.4 20.0 8.0
10 14.0 11.4 11.2 10.0 4.0
5 10.8 7.6 7.9 7.0 3.8
4 9.2 6.3 6.8 6.0 3.2
3 7.7 6.0 5.5 5.0 2.7
2 5.5 4.0 4.1 3.6 1.9
1 2.9 2.5 2.7 1.6 1.3
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Change In Printed 85 Ipi LaserDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.76-1.79
100.0
90.0
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_
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X-
X
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0.0
1=
0
1
20000 40000 60000
Figure C4. Impress ons
Table C4. Data for Figure C4
SID 1.79 1.78 1.76 1.76
Impressions
95
3000
96.6
39000
96.8
56000
96.2
69000
96.1
loss
0.5
90 93.0 93.6 92.4 92.3 0.7
80 84.5 85.2 85.5 83.4 1.0
70 74.8 75.8 74.7 73.8 1.0
60 65.4 68.6 66.3 65.1 0.2
50 62.2 65.2 63.1 61.0 1.2
40 50.5 50.0 49.3 46.8 3.7
30 39.0 36.9 37.3 34.7 4.3
20 27.4 25.7 24.9 22.5 4.9
10 13.7 12.9 12.4 11.2 2.5
5 10.9 8.5 9.4 8.2 2.8
4 8.9 6.8 8.9 6.6 2.3
3 7.8 5.4 7.3 5.5 2.3
2 5.2 3.1 4.7 3.7 1.5
1 2.3 1.5 2.8 1.2 1.1
80000 100000
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Change In Printed 133 Ipi Laser Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.50-1.52
100.0 -r
90.0 -*
la
<
a
Q
0.0 I I I I I I I I 1-1t
0 20000 40000
Figure C5.
Table C5. Data for Figure C5
60000
Impressions
SID 1.50 1.51 1.52
Impressions 1000 40000 95200 loss
95 96.6 96.2 95.0 1.6
90 92.0 91.3 90.3 1.7
80 84.1 85.2 83.8 0.3
70 75.7 75.8 74.8 0.9
60 67.8 67.0 66.4 1.3
50 63.3 60.9 60.3 3.0
40 50.5 47.5 46.5 4.0
30 38.3 33.7 35.7 2.5
20 26.6 20.0 22.0 4.6
10 14.6 9.6 11.1 3.4
5 8.9 6.0 5.7 3.2
4 9.2 5.0 5.2 4.0
3 7.6 4.4 3.7 3.9
2 3.6 1.5 0.5 3.1
80000 100000
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Change In Printed 133 Ipi LaserDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.60-1.61
100.0 -
-a ?90.0 - jj
80.0 -
/s _/\
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a 60.0 -
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X
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X-
-X X
X
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0
i^
20000
1 *
40000 60000
1 -
80000 1C
Figure C6. Impressions
Table C6. Dafo ^r Figure C6
SID 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.61
1mpressions
95
2100
95.8
43200 64000
95.8 95.9
95200
95.8
loss
0.0
90 91.7 92.0 92.1 91.3 0.4
80 84.8 85.3 85.8 83.8 1.0
70 76.2 76.8 76.6 74.8 1.4
60 68.2 67.5 67.4 66.4 1.8
50 63.9 63.3 63.8 60.3 3.6
40 51.3 49.4 49.0 46.5 4.8
30 39.2 36.0 35.0 35.7 3.4
20 27.2 23.0 22.6 22.0 5.2
10 14.6 10.4 9.6 9.1 5.5
5 8.7 5.0 4.8 5.2 3.5
4 9.2 5.1 5.5 4.8 4.4
3 7.2 4.0 4.2 3.7 3.5
2 3.1 1.1 1.4 0.5 2.6
00000
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Change In Printed 133 Ipi Laser Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.68-1.70
a
o
Q
20000
Figure C7.
Table C7. Data for Figure C7
SID
Impressions
95
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
5
4
3
2
1.70
5000
97.1
94.8
92.0
87.2
69.5
63.9
51.7
39.5
27.2
14.9
9.0
9.0
7.0
3.7
40000 60000
Impressions
80000
1.70
52000
96.2
92.1
85.5
74.7
67.1
61.6
46.4
33.2
21.6
9.5
5.5
5.6
4.5
1.5
1.69
85000
94.3
89.1
82.7
73.0
63.1
58.7
45.4
35.4
20.9
14.1
11.2
7.9
4.6
2.1
1.68
98000
97.1
93.2
85.8
75.7
66.2
59.6
46.3
34.9
22.4
10.7
6.2
6.2
4.0
0.5
loss
0.0
1.5
6.2
11.5
3.4
4.3
5.3
4.6
4.8
4.2
2.8
2.8
3.0
3.2
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Change In Printed 133 Ipi LaserDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.77-1.78
a
a
100.0
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50.0
40.0
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20.0
10.0
0.0
-x-
20000
Figure C8.
Table C8. Data for Figure C8
H
40000 60000
Impressions
+ H
80000
SID 1.78 1.78 1.77
Impressions 3000 39000 56000 loss
95 97.8 98.0 96.6 1.2
90 93.9 94.4 92.8 1.1
80 86.7 88.3 86.6 0.1
70 78.3 80.4 77.3 1.0
60 70.7 71.9 69.2 1.5
50 65.9 67.8 64.2 1.6
40 53.1 53.6 50.0 3.1
30 40.8 38.9 37.1 3.7
20 28.9 25.4 24.1 4.7
10 16.0 11.6 11.0 5.0
5 10.0 6.5 6.0 4.0
4 9.8 6.1 5.3 4.5
3 7.9 4.6 4.0 3.9
2 3.4 1.6 0.6 2.8
100000
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Change In Printed 150 Ipi Laser Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.52-1.54
a
<
o
a
20000
Figure C9.
40000 60000
Impressions
Table C9. Data for Figure C9
SID
Impressions
95
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
5
4
3
2
80000 100000
1.53 1.54 1.52
2100 41000 95200 loss
96.4 97.4 95.8 0.6
92.1 93.0 91.2 0.9
84.7 85.6 83.7 1.0
75.6 76.4 74.5 1.1
68.1 70.0 66.3 1.8
62.2 60.4 57.1 5.0
51.8 46.2 45.8 6.0
39.4 33.0 32.0 7.4
26.4 19.8 19.0 7.4
13.8 9.9 9.3 4.5
9.3 7.0 6.7 2.6
7.6 6.3 6.0 1.6
5.7 5.0 3.9 1.8
2.6 2.5 0.5 2.1
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Change In Printed 150 Ipi Laser Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.63-1.64
a
a
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a
Figure CIO.
20000 40000 60000
Impressions
80000
Table CIO. Data for Figure CIO
SID
Impressions
95
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
5
4
3
2
1.63
4000
97.4
93.3
85.7
77.1
68.7
64.1
51.9
39.7
28.4
14.2
10.2
8.0
6.7
3.6
1.63 1.63
46300
97.8
94.2
86.6
76.2
67.7
58.2
44.1
33.0
21.6
10.4
7.8
6.9
5.5
3.1
65000
97.0
91.5
83.7
74.0
65.9
60.0
47.1
33.6
20.9
8.7
6.3
4.9
3.1
2.4
1.63
74000
97.1
92.0
84.8
74.3
66.7
60.8
50.0
33.5
20.5
9.0
5.8
5.0
3.0
1.6
1.64
99000
96.9
92.0
84.3
75.9
65.1
56.5
48.2
33.0
19.1
8.7
5.5
4.8
2.5
0.5
loss
0.5
1.3
1.4
1.2
3.6
7.6
3.7
6.7
9.3
5.5
4.7
3.2
4.2
3.1
100000
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Change In Printed 150 Ipi LaserDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.67-1.69
a
u
u
<
o
a
Figure Cll.
20000 40000 60000
Impressions
80000 100000
Table Cll. Data for Figure Cll
SID
Impressions
95
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
5
4
3
2
1.67 1.68
5000
98.8
94.4
87.1
77.1
69.8
64.6
51.7
41.0
28.5
14.5
10.3
8.3
6.7
3.6
15300
98.0
94.6
87.6
79.6
72.9
65.7
54.4
41.2
27.2
11.7
8.4
6.3
5.5
2.8
1.68
38000
98.3
95.0
88.7
81.4
74.3
67.3
55.7
41.6
27.0
12.9
7.8
6.9
5.0
2.0
1.68
48000
98.2
94.6
88.4
80.3
72.6
67.1
53.4
42.9
27.3
13.1
8.2
7.0
5.0
2.2
1.69
57000
96.5
92.2
85.1
75.4
67.5
61.8
48.2
34.7
22.8
9.9
7.3
6.2
4.5
2.3
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Change In Printed 150 Ipi ContactDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.52-1.53
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Figure C12.
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Table C12. Data for Figure C72
SID 1.52 1.53 1.53 1.52 1.52
Impressions 4000 24000 34000 45000 96200 loss
95 98.3 98.7 98.5 99.1 98.0 0.3
90 94.9 95.3 95.9 95.7 93.7 1.2
80 87.9 88.5 89.5 88.7 85.3 2.6
70 79.8 79.9 81.7 79.7 76.4 3.3
60 71.7 71.4 73.3 70.9 66.6 5.1
50 62.4 61.3 64.4 60.3 58.4 4.0
40 50.9 49.8 51.0 47.7 47.0 3.9
30 41.1 37.8 37.9 35.5 35.6 5.5
20 27.5 25.9 25.3 24.0 23.3 4.2
10 14.6 12.7 11.7 11.2 11.0 3.6
5 7.6 5.9 6.0 5.5 5.0 2.6
4 4.7 3.8 4.7 4.0 3.8 0.9
3 3.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 2.7 1.0
2 1.8 1.1 1.5 1.2 0.0 1.8
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Change In Printed 150 Ipi Contact Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.63-1.65
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Table C13. Data for Figure C13
75000 100000
SID 1.63 1.65 1.65
Impressions 3000 58000 86000 loss
95 98.4 97.8 98.1 0.3
90 95.3 94.3 93.6 1.8
80 88.7 86.8 85.8 3.0
70 80.6 79.5 76.5 4.1
60 72.2 71.9 66.9 5.4
50 63.1 61.6 56.8 6.3
40 53.1 46.6 45.6 7.5
30 41.4 35.3 34.0 7.3
20 30.1 23.3 22.8 7.3
10 15.8 12.2 11.6 4.2
5 7.5 6.0 5.3 2.2
4 5.5 4.0 3.9 1.6
3 3.7 3.0 2.8 0.9
2 1.9 1.6 0.0 1.9
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Change In Printed 200 Ipi Laser Dot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.69
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Table C14. Data for Figure C14
I
75000
H
100000
SID 1.69 1.69 1.69
Impressions 9300 30200 67000 loss
95 97.9 99.8 96.1 1.8
90 95.0 96.8 91.9 3.1
80 87.3 86.4 83.7 3.6
70 79.3 77.5 72.7 6.6
60 72.2 70.3 63.2 9.0
50 64.8 62.2 52.7 12.1
40 52.7 50.5 41.1 11.6
30 41.0 36.6 28.8 12.2
20 28.2 23.0 17.1 11.1
10 14.9 9.8 9.0 5.9
5 7.4 5.5 4.4 3.0
4 6.1 4.6 3.1 3.0
3 5.5 3.9 2.7 2.8
2 2.2 1.5 0.0 2.2
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Change In Printed 200 Ipi LaserDot Sizes vs. Run
Length, SID 1.77-1.78
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Table C15. Data for Figure C75
SID 1.78 1.78 1.77 1.78
Impressions 5000 39000 50000 69000 loss
95 98.9 98.5 96.8 96.1 2.8
90 96.3 96.3 93.7 92.6 3.7
80 89.0 90.6 86.7 85.8 3.2
70 81.7 82.1 78.7 77.2 4.5
60 74.0 74.1 71.2 68.5 5.5
50 66.6 66.3 61.6 58.3 8.3
40 55.2 53.5 51.4 42.9 12.3
30 41.9 39.1 37.2 30.5 11.4
20 29.6 23.4 21.7 18.4 11.2
10 15.3 10.0 10.1 9.2 6.2
5 7.8 4.8 4.7 4.8 3.0
4 6.7 3.7 3.8 3.0 3.7
3 5.9 4.3 3.6 2.8 3.1
2 2.4 0.7 1.1 0.0 2.4
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Change In Printed 50% 300 Ipi ContactDot Size vs.
Run Length, SID 1.50 and 1.77-1.78
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Table C16. Data for Figure C16
SID Impressions
1.50 1000 67.1
1.50 26000 65.4
1.50 40000 55.7
1.50 98000 53.9
loss 13.1
1.60 12100 63.9
1.59 39000 60.8
1.60 72000 56.1
loss 7.8
Q SID 1.50
r
75000
-\
100000
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Change In PrintedDot Sizes Of 19/25pm Velvet
Screen vs. Run Length, SID 1.57-1.60
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Table C17. Data for Figure C17
50000
Impressions
75000 100000
SID
impressions
1
5
10
30
40
60
80
1.57
5000
1.3
7.4
17.4
41.2
66.5
83.9
95.2
1.58
10000
0.7
6.2
15.9
34.7
60.9
81.1
92.2
1.57
24000
0.3
4.8
13.5
31.0
58.5
79.5
91.7
1.60
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0.2
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9.8
27.7
57.7
79.0
91.6
1.58
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8.2
24.4
51.7
76.5
91.3
1.59
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23.5
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85.9
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Change In PrintedDot Sizes Of19/25pm Velvet
Screen vs. Run Length, SID 1.72-1.74
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Table C18. Data for Figure C18
SID
Impressions
1
5
10
30
40
60
80
1.73
1000
2.6
9.8
21.4
46.1
72.2
89.5
97.5
1.72
37000
2.2
6.9
16.7
37.7
65.4
1.72
49000
2.4
6.4
13.1
30.9
60.2
1.74
60000
2.0
5.6
12.0
29.4
57.4
H
75000
-i
100000
1.14
69000
0.0
3.7
9.9
26.6
48.4
86.0 80.4 78.0 74.3
95.7 91.9 90.0 88.7
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